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Abstract

Building information modelling has been effectively around for a few years now in
the field of rock engineering but the topic of creating rock reinforcement structures
(rockbolts and sprayed concrete) has not been studied in this extent before. This
thesis studies ςϑΓ�ΡΤΘΕΓΥΥ�ΘΗ�ΕΤΓΧςΚΠΙ�ΤΘΕΜ�ΤΓΚΠΗΘΤΕΓΟΓΠς�ΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓΥ�ΨΚςϑ�#ΩςΘΦΓΥΜ∝Υ�
AutoCAD Civil 3D software to achieve compatible rock reinforcement structures with
ςϑΓ�ΡΤΓΥΓΠς�∆ΩΚΝΦΚΠΙ5/#46∝Υ�ΕΘΟΟΘΠ�+ΠΗΤΧ∃+/�;+8�����ΤΓΣΩΚΤΓΟΓΠςΥ�� In addition,
the goal is to achieve an editable rock reinforcement structure. A further goal is to
study supporting features for rock reinforcement information building models.

During the making of the thesis, two real case projects are modelled and they are
used to examine the set goals. Modelling of excavation surfaces is a prerequisite to
enable the design and modelling of rock reinforcement structures, which is achieved.
As an outcome of this thesis, the rock reinforcement structures are modelled suc-
cessfully and requirements presented in the YIV2015 for rockbolts and sprayed con-
crete are successfully fulfilled. Modelling of rock reinforcement structures proves to
be a straightforward process when working with simple excavation geometries but
more challenging and laborious when applied to more demanding excavation geom-
etries. An editable rock reinforcement structure is important to enable adaptation to
ςϑΓ�ΥΚςΓ∝Υ�ΕϑΧΠΙΚΠΙ�ΕΘΠΦΚςΚΘΠΥ�ΨϑΚΕϑ is achieved during the making of this thesis.
However, this does not quite ΟΧςΕϑ�ςϑΓ�ΧΩςϑΘΤ∝Υ�ΞΚΥΚΘΠ�ΘΗ�efficiently editable rock
reinforcement structure. The subjects of parametric and dynamic modelling along
with supplementary add-ons and other design platforms are important, as they are
the key for achieving such a structure. Supportive features are studied to offer more
tools for rock engineers.

The results presented in this thesis enable rock engineers to add their designs to
combination models along with other design fields. It is important to maintain and
develop instructions and requirements, like YIV2015. The instructions and require-
ments guide designers to create uniform models despite the used modelling software
to enable a good method of construction in the future.
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Tiivistelmä

Tietomallinnusta on käytetty kalliorakennusalalla muutaman vuoden ajan, mutta
kalliolujitusrakenteiden (kalliopultit ja ruiskubetonointi) luomista ei ole tutkittu ai-
kaisemmin tässä laajuudessa. Tämä työ tutkii kalliolujitusrakenteiden luomista Au-
todeskin AutoCAD Civil 3D -mallinnusohjelman avulla. Kalliolujitusrakenteiden tu-
lee vastata buildingSMART:n laatimiin yleisiin inframallivaatimuksiin 2015. Lisäksi
tavoitteena on luoda muokattava kalliolujitusrakenne ja tutkia sen tietomallinnusta
tukevia ominaisuuksia.

Tutkimustyön aikana luodaan kaksi todellisiin projekteihin perustuvaa mallia, joiden
pohjalta tutkitaan työn tavoitteita. Louhintapinnat mallinnetaan, sillä ne tulee olla teh-
tynä ennen kalliolujitusrakenteiden suunnittelun ja mallintamisen aloitusta. Työn tu-
loksena kalliolujitusrakenteet (kalliolujituspultit ja ruiskubetonirakenteet) mallinnet-
tiin onnistuneesti yleisiin inframallivaatimuksiin YIV2015 vastaten. Kalliolujitusra-
kenteiden mallinnusprosessi on yleisesti ottaen vaivatonta, kun malli laaditaan yk-
sinkertaisen tilageometrian ympärille, mutta haastavammissa geometrisissa olosuh-
teissa mallinnus on työlästä. Työn yhteydessä saavutetaan muokattava kalliolujitus-
rakenne, joka mahdollistaa mukautumisen vaihtuviin työmaaolosuhteisiin. Saavu-
tettu rakenne ei kuitenkaan vastaa täysin työn tekijän ajatuksia tehokkaasti muokat-
tavasta kalliolujitusrakenteesta. Kyseisen muokattavan rakenteen saavuttamiseksi
parametrinen ja dynaaminen mallintaminen yhdessä täydentävien lisäohjelmien ja
muiden ohjelmistoalustojen kanssa ovat tärkeitä tekijöitä. Tietomallinnusta tukevia
ominaisuuksia tutkitaan tarjoten kalliorakennesuunnittelijalle lisää työkaluja.

Työssä esitetyt tulokset mahdollistavat kalliorakennesuunnittelijoita lisäämään
suunnitelmansa yhdistelmämalleihin yhdessä muiden suunnittelualojen kanssa. On
tärkeää ylläpitää ja kehittää ohjeistuksia ja vaatimuksia, kuten YIV2015. Nämä ohjeis-
tukset ja vaatimukset ohjaavat suunnittelijoita yhteneväiseen mallinnustapaan huo-
limatta siitä, mitä ohjelmistoja he käyttävät. Näin varmistetaan hyvä rakennustapa
tulevaisuudessakin.

Avainsanat 6ΚΓςΘΟΧΝΝΚΠΠΩΥ��∃+/��−ΧΝΝΚΘΝΩΛΚςΩΥ��2ΩΝςΚςΩΥ��4ΩΚΥΜΩ∆ΓςΘΠΘΚΠςΚ�
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#∆∆ΤΓΞΚΧςΚΘΠΥ�ΧΠΦ�ΕΘΠΕΓΡςΥ

3D-face Three-sided surface in 3D space

AEC Architects, Engineers and Contractors

BIM Building Information Modeling, a digital representation of
physical and functional features of a facility

C3D Autodesk AutoCAD Civil 3D

CAD Computer Aided Design/Drafting

Conventional design Design method utilizing two-dimensional drawing (2D)
method

Dynamic When changing initial information updates the design by tak-
ing into account all relevancies correlating between design ob-
jects

IFC  Industry Foundation Class standard for data exchange (.ifc for
file types)

Inframodel Open format data exchange standard for infrastructure

InfraRYL +ΠΗΘΤΟΧςΚΘΠ�∃ΩΚΝΦΚΠΙ∝Υ�ΠΘΟΓΠΕΝΧςΩΤΓ�ΗΘΤ�infrastructure build-
ing in Finland

LandXML Data exchange standard

openBIM A universal approach to the collaborative design, realization
and operation of buildings based on open standards and work-
flows

Parametric Utilizing design tools based on initial information to automa-
tize the process of creating and editing projects

Point cloud Set of data points in space (xyz)

Rockbolt A bar or a tube that is usually made from steel that is fixed
into the rock mechanically or by grouting, or by both

Sprayed concrete Concrete mass that is sprayed onto the rock surface by high
air pressure and can include fibers and additives

TIN Triangulated Irregular Network

YIV2015 Common InfraBIM Requirements YIV2015 by build-
ingSMART Finland
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YTV2012 Common BIM Requirements 2012 (COBIM) by build-
ingSMART (based on the BIM Requirements published by
Senate Properties in 2007)

.dwg Proprietary binary file format used to store two- and three-
dimensional design- and metadata

.las Laser scan data file

.pdf Portable Document Format

.rcp Point Cloud Project file

.rcs Point Cloud Scan file

.xyz Point cloud data file

Terminology for C3D modelling are presented in the text as italics

Alignment Definition of aΝΚΙΠΟΓΠς∝Υ horizontal geometry/design (of the
constructed structure/space)

Assembly Definition of an excavation/reinforcement profile that will be
attached to the alignment

Corridor Representation of created structure from assembly, alignment
and profile (for example tunnel corridor, rockbolting- or
sprayed concrete pattern)

Profile Definition of aΝΚΙΠΟΓΠς∝Υ vertical geometry/design (of the
constructed structure/space)

Sub-assembly Definition of a single object that will be attached to the assem-
bly
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1 +ΠςΤΘΦΩΕςΚΘΠ

1.1 Background

Building information modelling has been effectively around a few years now in the field
of rock engineering but still has not totally found its way to every design consulting com-
ΡΧΠΚΓΥ∝ toolboxes as a primary design tool. The subject of creating excavation surface
models has been studied before. Earlier theses have been made strictly about modelling
excavation surfaces but the topic of creating rock reinforcement (rockbolts and sprayed
concrete) structures has not been studied in this extent before so there is a research gap.
The thesis author had no experience of using the chosen software before starting the thesis
project.

This thesis was commissioned by A-Insinöörit Civil Oy which is also the reason for using
#ΩςΘΦΓΥΜ∝Υ�#ΩςΘ%#&�%ΚΞΚΝ��&�ΥΘΗςΨΧΤΓ because it is ςϑΓ�ΕΘΟΡΧΠ[∝Υ�ΟΧΚΠ�ςΘΘΝ�ΗΘΤ�ΨΘΤΜ�
ing in BIM environment in the field of rock engineering.

1.2 The goals of the thesis

The thesis investigates the applicability ΘΗ�ΩΥΚΠΙ�#ΩςΘΦΓΥΜ∝Υ�#ΩςΘ%#&�%ΚΞΚΝ��&��ϑΓΤΓΚΠ�
after C3D) software to create a building information model of underground rock rein-
forcement structures. One goal is to develop a model that fulfils the requirements on rock
reinforcement structures described by buildingSMART in the Common InfraBIM Re-
quirements 2015 (hereinafter YIV2015). In addition to creating a rock reinforcement
model, the goal is to achieve an editable structure. A further goal is to study supporting
features for rock reinforcement information building models.

1.3 Research methods

This thesis is based on a literature study and guidance by the professionals working in the
field of rock engineering, and practical study part via two case-studies. This thesis utilizes
acquired information from practical experience of designing underground structures to
building information modelling.

Modelling of excavation surfaces and rock reinforcement structures are based on a famil-
iarizing the source literature, acknowledging current regulations and instructions, and ex-
isting rock reinforcement and excavation design documents are studied to an extent that
ΚΥ�ΤΓΝΓΞΧΠς�ΗΘΤ�ςϑΚΥ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝�ςΘΡΚΕ. Due to the goals of this thesis, the main source of infor-
mation for creating rock reinforcement building information model comes from the re-
quirements presented in the YIV2015. Two real construction project cases are studied and
modelled to enable realistic approach and relevant results to ςϑΓ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝�ςΘΡΚΕ.

This thesis composes of theoretical part which discusses general building information
modelling in rock construction projects based on literature study and presenting some
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requirements from the field∝s regulations and instructions. The rest of this thesis focuses
on the execution of creating rock reinforcement structures for Case 1 and Case 2 with
C3D and discusses the accomplished results and observations during the process. Based
on the created Case 1 and Case 2 and obtained data, the supporting features for modelling
rock reinforcement are studied. The object is to create rock reinforcement structures using
%�&∝Υ�ΟΘΦΓΝΝΚΠΙ�ΡΤΘΕΓΥΥ�ςϑΧς�ΚΠΕΝΩΦΓΥ�alignments from horizontal geometries, profiles
from vertical geometries, assemblies from excavation surfaces, rockbolts, or sprayed con-
crete surfaces, and corridors compiling sub-assemblies to create these structures.

1.4 Framing of the thesis

The framing of this thesis was set to the designers point of view in production planning
but hopefully offers something for other parties involved in the construction field as well.
This thesis deals with the interpretation of theoretical modelling of the rock reinforcement
structures in BIM as it offers the most coefficient of efficiency for production planning
and serves as a solid base for reprocessing the models for further usage. The term rock
reinforcement in this thesis can be considered to be equivalent to rock support which is
also commonly used in the field of rock engineering.

Rock reinforcement structures that are presented in this thesis are systematic rockbolting
and sprayed concreting and for some parts pre-bolting. This thesis focuses exclusively on
new building projects in Finland but can be also applied to renovative construction in
some extent. This thesis mainly focuses on the rock reinforcement structures of under-
ground spaces even though the same methods apply to aboveground constructions. This
thesis focuses exclusively to final rock reinforcement structures even though temporary
rock reinforcement structures might be modelled or discussed throughout the thesis. The
rock reinforcement structures modelled in this thesis are also aimed for the contractors to
assist improving site management through the model based initial information.

Even though grouting has reinforcing effect to (especially fractured) rockmass the topic
was being left outside of this thesis as it deserves an undivided attention and a proper
study of its own to be used in BIM environment. The subject of drainage systems, and
fibres and meshes used in the sprayed concrete have been left outside of this thesis even
though they might be referred to in this study. This thesis does not study the time or cost
related 4D and 5D modelling, nor the lifespan of rock reinforcement structures.
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2 )ΓΠΓΤΧΝ�ΚΠΗΘΤΟΧςΚΘΠ�Χ∆ΘΩς�∆ΩΚΝΦΚΠΙ�ΚΠΗΘΤΟΧςΚΘΠ�ΟΘΦΓΝΝΚΠΙ

2.1 Main objectives of building information modelling

The main objectives why to use building information modelling are defined in the Com-
mon BIM Requirements 2012 (COBIM) that was published 27th March 2012 in Finnish
(hereinafter YTV2012) by buildingSMART Finland. It is a series of requirements con-
cerning creating models according to common BIM requirements. According to straight
quotation from YTV2012 vol. 1 (buildingSMART Finland, 2012), ″∆ΩΚΝΦΚΠΙ�ΚΠΗΘΤΟΧςΚΘΠ�
models enable the following for example:

- Provision of support for investment decisions by comparing the functionality,
scope and costs of the solutions.

- Energy, environment and lifecycle analyses for the purpose of comparing solu-
tions, design and objectives of facility management follow-up.

- Design visualization and analysis of construction feasibility.
- Enhancement of quality-assurance and data exchange and making the design

process more effective and efficient.
- Utilization of building project data during building operations and facility

management activities.≥.

According to straight quotation from YTV2012 (buildingSMART Finland���������″Ιen-
eral objectives of building information modelling include, for example, the following:

- 6Θ�ΡΤΘΞΚΦΓ�ΥΩΡΡΘΤς�ΗΘΤ�ςϑΓ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕς∝Υ�ΦΓΕΚΥΚΘΠ-making processes.
- To have the parties commit to the project objectives by means of using the build-

ing information model.
- To visualize design solutions.
- To assist in design and the coordination of designs.
- To increase and secure the quality of the building process and the final product.
- To make the processes during construction more effective.
- To improve safety during construction and throuΙϑΘΩς�ςϑΓ�∆ΩΚΝΦΚΠΙ∝Υ�ΝΚΗΓΕ[�

cle.
- To support the cost and lifecycle analyses of the project.
- To support the transfer of project data into data management during operation.≥.

The highlighted (bolded text) parts are considered the most important from rock rein-
ΗΘΤΕΓΟΓΠς�ΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓΥ∝�ΡΘΚΠς�ΘΗ�ΞΚΓΨ by the thesis author.

2.2 buildingSMART

In the field of infrastructure buildingSMART International is the main body and cooper-
ation forum for developing and managing building information modelling (BIM). What
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they do is publish, guide and create requirements, data exchange formats and nomencla-
ture for the AEC industry. Their operation is based on openBIM platform which they
descrΚ∆Γ�ΧΥ�≥Χ�ΩΠΚΞΓΤΥΧΝ�ΧΡΡΤΘΧΕϑ�ςΘ�ςϑΓ�ΕΘΝΝΧ∆ΘΤΧςΚΞΓ�ΦΓΥΚΙΠ��ΤΓΧΝΚ∴ΧςΚΘΠ�ΧΠΦ�ΘΡΓΤΧςΚΘΠ�ΘΗ�
∆ΩΚΝΦΚΠΙΥ�∆ΧΥΓΦ�ΘΠ�ΘΡΓΠ�ΥςΧΠΦΧΤΦΥ�ΧΠΦ�ΨΘΤΜΗΝΘΨΥ≥��∆ΩΚΝΦΚΠΙ5/#46��2018a).

buildingSMART is a hierarchical organization where on top is buildingSMART Interna-
tional, under it is buildingSMART Nordic, and under that is buildingSMART Finland.
Representatives from different municipal and private sectors (clients, designers and con-
tractors) have contributed together an effort for buildingSMART to achieve a mutual un-
derstanding on the pursued direction in the construction field. In Finland, most of the
biggest representatives of AEC industry have taken a part on the development of the BIM
environment associated to buildingSMART. Different buildingSMART regions have
comprehensive websites for openBIM and multiple publications available online.

2.3 Instructions and standards

There are multiple standards regarding building information modelling which can be
ΗΘΩΠΦ�ΗΤΘΟ�ςϑΓ�+ΠςΓΤΠΧςΚΘΠΧΝ�1ΤΙΧΠΚ∴ΧςΚΘΠ�ΗΘΤ�5ςΧΠΦΧΤΦΚ∴ΧςΚΘΠ∝Υ�ΨΓ∆ΡΧΙΓ��∋ΞΓΠ�Υome of
the concepts in the BIM environment have been standardized, for example the definition
of Industry Foundation Class (IFC) has been standardized in ISO 13739:2013 (ISO,
2016), Information Delivery Manual (IDM) in ISO 29481-1 (ISO, 2016b) and ISO 29481-
1 (ISO, 2012), and International Framework for Dictionaries (IFD) in ISO 12006-3 (ISO,
2007).

However, to date there are no standards concerning the actual modelling of building in-
formation models according to the Finnish Standards Association (SFS) which is the cen-
tral standardization organization that controls and co-ordinates national standardization
work in Finland. It will be interesting to see if there are standards one day controlling the
building information modelling that is nowadays managed via design guides and design
requirements.

Common requirements

The Common InfraBIM Requirements YIV2015 was originally published on 5th May
2015 (vol. 1-7) by buildingSMART Finland and is heavily related to this thesis as an
important literature source and as it provides the guidelines for modelling rock reinforce-
ment structures later in this thesis. At the time of writing this thesis it is also the only
recognized design guide in the field of rock engineering in a form of requirements aimed
to unify modelling work in Finland. There are multiple fields of engineering involved into
the YIV2015, from which chapter five is extremely vital concerning this thesis as it dis-
cusses the modelling requirements for rock construction. The complete content of
YIV2015 consist of the below listed parts:
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1. Data model-based project
2. General modelling requirements
3. Initial data
4. Model and modelling in different design phases in project
5. Construction models;

5.1 Earth, foundation and rock constructions, pavement and surface constructions
5.2 Preparation instruction for as-planned model for earth works (machine control
model)
5.3 Preparation instruction for as-built model for earth works

6. Construction models;
6.1 Systems

7. Construction models;
7.1 Construction technical components

8. Quality assurance of model
9. Quantity survey, cost management
10. Visualization
11. Asset management;

11.1 Modelling requirements for maintenance of the road network
12. Utilization of model in different design phases, construction of infra as well as

use and maintenance of infra

Based on YIV2015, the modelled elements must contain certain defined properties.
;+8����∝Υ�ΞΘΝΩΟΓ���ΘΗ�ςϑΓΥΓ�ΤΓΣΩΚΤΓΟΓΠςΥ�ΥςΧςΓ��ςϑΧς�ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝς∝Υ�ΙΓΘΟΓςΤ[�ΟΩΥς�∆Γ�ΟΘΦ�

elled as an object or line in xyz-coordinates. The possible bending points and bended ends
for bonding must be presented. Modelled rockbolting must contain the following data:

Table 1: quotation from YIV2015 for rockbolt requirements, volume 5, translated into
English (buildingSMART Finland, 2015)

- Centre coordinates of the starting and ending location of the borehole (xyz)
- Coordinates of the starting and ending point of the rock∆ΘΝς∝Υ�ΚΠΥςΧΝΝΧςΚΘΠ�ΝΘΕΧςΚΘΠ�

(xyz)
- Rockbolt type
- RockbΘΝς∝Υ�ΦΚΧΟΓςΓΤ�ΧΠΦ�ςϑΓ�ΝΓΠΙςϑ�ΘΗ�ςϑΓ�ΥςΤΧΚΙϑς�ΡΧΤς
- Material and surface coating (corrosive protection)
- RockbΘΝς∝Υ�ςΓΠΥΚΘΠ�ΚΠΗΘΤΟΧςΚΘΠ
- Rockbolting class: pre-, immediate- or final rockbolting
- Mortar mass∝ information

As for rockbolts, there are also defined property requirements for modelled sprayed con-
crete structures in the YIV2015. ;+8����∝Υ�ΞΘΝΩΟΓ���states, that sprayed concrete∝Υ�ςϑΓ�
oretical space requirement must be modelled as an object or surface in xyz-coordinates
(open surface side of sprayed concrete). When necessary, designed sprayed concrete layer
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will be modelled as an object or surface in xyz-coordinates (open surface side of sprayed
concrete). Modelled sprayed concreting must contain the following data:

Table 2: quotation from YIV2015 for sprayed concrete requirements, volume 5, trans-
lated into English (buildingSMART Finland, 2015)

- Sprayed concrete∝Υ� ΝΧ[ΓΤ� ςϑΚΕΜΠΓΥΥΓΥ�∆[�ΥΓΡΧΤΧςΓΦ�ΥΩΤΗΧΕΓΥ��for example tunnel
walls and roof separately, open pit and shaft excavations by walls and elevations)

- +Π� ςΩΠΠΓΝΥ��ΥςΧΤςΚΠΙ�ΧΠΦ�ΓΠΦΚΠΙ�ΥςΧςΚΘΠ�ΧΕΕΘΤΦΚΠΙ�ςΘ� ΤΓΚΠΗΘΤΕΓΟΓΠς�ΡΤΘΗΚΝΓ∝Υ�ΧΠΦ�

tunnel number/identifier
- Sprayed concrete mass properties (additives by layers, spraying method and al-

ΝΘΨΓΦ� ΝΧ[ΓΤ� ςϑΚΕΜΠΓΥΥΓΥ�� ΟΧΥΥ� ΤΓΕΓΚΡς�� ΟΧΥΥ∝� ΥςΤΓΥΥ� ΕΝΧΥΥΚΗΚΕΧςΚΘΠ�� ΦΤ[-  or  wet
method)

- Sprayed concreting class: pre-, immediate- or final sprayed concreting

During the writing of this thesis ∆ΩΚΝΦΚΠΙ5/#46∝Υ�ΕΘΟΟΘΠ�ΚΠΗΤΧ∃+/�;+V2015 require-
ments were under an updating process to version 2018. Unfortunately, the renewed re-
quirements did not make it out while still working on this thesis. It will be interesting to
see the possible changes compared to the YIV2015 requirements presented in this thesis
and how the future models should answer to the updated version.

It is extremely important that the requirements concerning the industry are keeping up
with the software development ΧΠΦ�#∋%�ΚΠΦΩΥςΤ[∝Υ�ΕΧΡΧ∆ΚΝΚςΚΓΥ�and can ensure a good
quality modelling- and construction method.

2.4 Data exchange formats

Data transfer is used to exchange data and designs between parties involved in a project,
without it the information does not get transferred. For example, transmitting rock rein-
forcement models to other parties would not be easily possible without data exchange
formats, hence they are an important part of BIM and discussed in the following chapters.
Files are transmitted by using common data exchange formats because some software∝Υ
specific native files may not open in other software. Common data exchange formats are
also the foundation for putting together combination models. Because this thesis focuses
exclusively on creating rock reinforcement structures in C3D, only the data exchange
formats that are relevant to this topic and for the used software are discussed.

The data exchange formats discussed in the following chapters are related to the field of
infrastructure, but many of them origin from the field of house construction. Frans Horn
studied multiple data exchange formats in his ΟΧΥςΓΤ∝Υ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ��∗ΘΤΠ������� after which
some of the formats have been updated but still offers a comprehensive study on the sub-
ject for those that might be interested to read more on the topic. This thesis discusses the
relevant data exchange formats more superficially to give an idea on their purpose and
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use. There are three most commonly used data exchange formats in the field of infrastruc-
ture and rock engineering: IFC, LandXML and Inframodel.

Industry Foundation Class (IFC)

The IFC specification has been developed and maintained by buildingSMART Interna-
tional as its data standard. The current version of IFC 4 addendum 2 (buildingSMART
International, 2018d) is the most recent one and it has been accepted as ISO 16739 stand-
ard (buildingSMART International, 2018c). buildingSMART International defines IFC
and its function ΧΥ�ΗΘΝΝΘΨΥ��″Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) buildingSMART is all
about the sharing of information between project team members and across the software
applications that they commonly use for design, construction, procurement, maintenance
and operations. Data interoperability is a key enabler to achieving the goal of a build-
ingSMART process. BuildingSMART has developed a common data schema (IFC) that
makes it possible to hold and exchange relevant data between different software applica-
tions�≥��∆ΩΚΝΦΚΠΙ5/#46�+ΠςΓΤΠΧςΚΘΠΧΝ��2018b).

According to study in Frans Horn∝Υ�ΟΧΥςΓΤ∝Υ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ� the IFC has established its position
in the field of building construction in the BIM environment which can effectively be
used to describe construction elements (Horn, 2013).

IFC 4 is the most recent version of IFC format although IFC 2x3 format is still being
widely used (buildingSMART Finland, 2018). Development of IFC is an active and con-
tinuative process that aims to improve the versatility of the format. According to a study
(Vilgertshofer, et al., 2016) the problem of current IFC model is that it lacks capability in
accuracy to work in different measurement scales and lacks qualifications to display the
models correctly. A study wrote in the book eWork and eBusiness in Architecture, Engi-
neering and Construction, offers more specific insight on the subject for those that might
be interested.

There has been signs of format version IFC 5 under development, that would expand the
functionality of the data exchange format in infrastructure to be even more suitable to
more fields in spatial structure elements, this might include tunneling, see picture 1 below
(Perttula, 2016).
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Picture 1: Vision of IFC 5 (Perttula, 2016)

LandXML

Extensible Markup Language (XML) provides alternative schema languages and
transport mechanisms, especially suited for Web use. In the same way that some exchange
ΗΘΤΟΧςΥ�ΧΤΓ�ΥςΤΚΕςΝ[��ΝΓ-oriented, some of the new exchange formats are only XML-based.
XML is an extension to HTML, the language used to send information over the Web.
∗6/.�ϑΧΥ�Χ�xed set  of tags (a tag tells  what kind of data follows and is a primitive
ΥΕϑΓΟΧ�� ςϑΧς�ΦΓΠΓ�ΡΤΓΥΓΠςΧςΚΘΠ� ΗΘΤΟΧςΥ��ΦΚΗΗΓΤΓΠς�ΜΚΠΦΥ of media, and other types of
xed format Web data. XML expands upon HTML by providing user-ΦΓned tags to
specify an intended meaning for data transmitted. XML has become very popular for ex-
change of information between Web applications, for example, to support e-commerce
transactions or collect data. (Eastman et al., 2011)

According to Juha Liukas∝�ΡΤΓΥΓΠςΧςΚΘΠ� ΚΠ�0ΘΤΦΚΕ�ΘΡΓΠ+0(4#�ΨΘΤΜΥϑΘΡ� ΚΠ�1ΥΝΘ�� ςϑΓ�
LandXML is a non-proprietary data exchange standard that was developed in year 2002.
Since then LandXML has had two updates from which the latter was released in 2008.
TϑΓ�.ΧΠΦ:/.�ΨΧΥ�ΦΓΥΕΤΚ∆ΓΦ�ΧΥ�″Χ�ΥΡΓΕΚΧΝΚ∴ΓΦ�:/.�ΦΧςΧ�ΗΚΝΓ�ΗΘΤΟΧς� ΕΘΠςΧΚΠΚΠΙ�ΕΚΞΚΝ�

engineering and survey measurement data commonly used in the land development and
transportation iΠΦΩΥςΤΚΓΥ≥� (Liukas, 2011)

Inframodel (IM)

Inframodel that is based on an international LandXML-standard is an open method for
ΓΖΕϑΧΠΙΚΠΙ�ΦΧςΧ�ΚΠ�ΚΠΗΤΧΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓ�ΚΠΗΘΤΟΧςΚΘΠ��+ΠΗΤΧΟΘΦΓΝ∝Υ�ΡΩΤΡΘΥΓ�ΚΥ�ςΘ�ΨΘΤΜ�ςϑΤΘΩΙϑ�

out the field of infrastructure in design software as well as in measurement- and machine
control applications. The latest documentation is Inframodel4 (schema version 4.0.3) was
published in 2016 and the objective was to implement it to general use in 2017. (build-
ingSMART, 2018c)
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Inframodel is being approved by the Finnish transport agency along with big cities in
Finland as the default standard to be used in all new design and execution projects. This
concerns mainly the final material that is being delivered to the client. This decision is
made to ensure that project the data is in an open form without any specific software
dependencies and that the data is available for everyone in the continuation planning and
building phases. This is the case in all the other construction fields but skill structures that
involves for example tunnels and bridges which data exchange standard is still IFC.
(buildingSMART, 2018b) 6ϑΚΥ�ΟΓΧΠΥ�ςϑΧς�ςϑΚΥ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝�ΕΧΥΓ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕςΥ∝�ΓΖΡΘΤς�ΥςΧΠΦΧΤΦ�ΚΥ�
IFC diverging from other infrastructure projects. More information ΗΤΘΟ�+ΠΗΤΧΟΘΦΓΝ∝Υ�

content can be found from buildingSMART Finland∝Υ�ΨΓ∆ΥΚςΓ��∆ΩΚΝΦΚΠΙ5/#46�(ΚΠΝΧΠΦ��

2018d).

2.5 BIM as combining factor in the building industry

2.5.1 Integrating other fields of engineering

Generally, in rock construction projects there are rock engineers, geotechnical engineers,
architects, structural engineers, electrical engineers and HVAC engineers involved that
share data and information amongst each other. BIM environment makes it possible to
present and utilize collected design plans from different fields of engineering. Regardless
of the used software, a combination model (with compatible file format) is being put to-
ΙΓςϑΓΤ�ςΘ�ΕΘΠςΧΚΠ�ςϑΓ�ΨϑΘΝΓ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕς∝Υ�ΦΓΥΚΙΠ�ΚΠΗΘΤΟΧςΚΘΠ�ΧΠΦ�ΡΤΘΞΚΦΓ�ΧΝΝ�ςϑΓ�ΧΞΧΚΝΧ∆ΝΓ�ΦΧςΧ�

ΚΠ�ΘΠΓ�ΡΝΧΕΓ��7ΥΩΧΝΝ[�ΦΩΤΚΠΙ�ςϑΓ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕς∝Υ�ΓΧΤΝ[�ΥςΧΙΓΥ�ΧΠ�ΚΠΚςΚΧΝ�ΚΠΗΘΤΟΧςΚΘΠ�ΥΩrvey model
is also gathered that may be concluded to the combination model.

Combining all the modelled structures and information into one place is extremely useful
∆ΓΕΧΩΥΓ�Κς�ΓΠΧ∆ΝΓΥ�ςϑΓ�ΚΠΥΡΓΕςΚΘΠ�ΘΗ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕς∝Υ�ΤΓΧΦΚΠΓΥΥ�ΥςΧςΩΥ��ΓΖΡΘΥΓΥ�ΕΘΠΗΝΚΕςΥ�∆ΓςΨΓΓΠ�

structures and creates a common environment for different fields of construction experts
to create plans together. The way to create combination models is by combining different
ΓΠΙΚΠΓΓΤΚΠΙ�ΗΚΓΝΦΥ∝�ΡΝΧΠΥ�ΚΠ�ΧΙΤΓΓΦ�ΗΘΤΟΧς�ΚΠ�Χ�∃+/�ΥΘΗςΨΧΤΓ�ςϑΧς�ΚΥ�ΕΧΡΧ∆ΝΓ�Θf creating
ΧΠΦ� ΓΦΚςΚΠΙ� ςϑΓΟ��6ϑΓ�ΟΘΥς� ΩΥΓΦ� ΗΘΤΟΧςΥ� ΗΘΤ� ΤΘΕΜ� ΕΘΠΥςΤΩΕςΚΘΠ� ΡΤΘΛΓΕς∝Υ� ΕΘΟ∆ΚΠΧςΚΘΠ�

models are IFC that is originally developed to the field of real estate construction and
LandXML standard based Inframodel that is an open format developed to share infra
ΡΤΘΛΓΕς�ΚΠΗΘΤΟΧςΚΘΠ��6ϑΓ�ΘΡΓΠ�ΗΘΤΟΧς�ΦΓΥΚΙΠ�ΟΘΦΓΝΥ�ΧΤΓ�ΙΧςϑΓΤΓΦ�ςΘ� ςϑΓ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕς∝Υ�∃+/�

coordinator that composes the combination model.

2.5.2 Different parties and their benefits in BIM

When creating building information models from rock construction projects and rock re-
inforcement structures, they can benefit everyone working around the project. Starting
from the decision-making process, along the way of design and building phases. In the
following chapters a short description is made from different parties involved in the rock
engineering projects and some benefits for them from the BIM environment. To under-
stand parties for whom these rock reinforcement models are made for and who are using
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them, can benefit from them, ΧΠΦ� ςϑΘΥΓ�ΡΧΤςΚΓΥ∝ point of view, the following chapters
review actors involved in infrastructure projects. Some of these actors∝�ΩΥΧΙΓ�ΗΘΤ�∃+/ are
listed in YIV2015 vol. 1. from where the following data is partly quoted from (build-
ingSMART Finland, 2015). Building information model of rock reinforcement in this
context should be perceived as a part of a ready product.

Clients

Building information modelling can be used as a tool for decision making process long
before the actual hammer drops in the site. The visualization capabilities of building in-
formation model serve its clients extremely well in a situation where alternative solutions
are proposed. For example, a model can be created to showcase different ideas and solu-
tions in 3D that offer a realistic presentation of a ready product. For example, AR- (aug-
mented reality) and VR- (virtual reality) tools are used for visualization purposes. Created
models can also be utilized in continuation design process to serve as initial information,
if an alternative model is chosen.

(ΤΘΟ�ΕΝΚΓΠς∝Υ�Ρerspective, building information model can also be used in the licence
application process to demonstrate building solutions of the possible project in question.
BIM also provides tools in the process of choosing the best solution, by helping the as-
sessment of economical and time management factors that otherwise would not be avail-
able in some cases, but play an important role in the bigger picture.

Client is the most central party that are involved in the project as they are responsible for
financing, decision-making and management concerning the modelling. Project prepara-
ςΚΘΠΥ�ΧΠΦ�ΚΟΡΝΓΟΓΠςΧςΚΘΠ�ΧΤΓ�ΕΝΚΓΠς∝Υ� ΤΓΥΡΘΠΥΚ∆ΚΝΚςΚΓΥ��+Π�ςϑΓ�ΓΠΦ�ΘΗ�Χ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕς�ΕΝΚΓΠς�ΤΓ�

ceives the final design for their archives and administration systems. The client can use
outside technical experts as support for procurement and quality assurance (contract con-
trol). Typically, the client's role for the model is a viewing user that enables monitoring.
The client makes sure that technical experts have access to use full-scale tools (software)
for checking the model.

Engineers overall

Commonly in building projects that involve some sort of rock construction, construction-
wise the rock construction is the first executed step in that project. The earlier the rock
engineers can supply information from their design, the more time other engineers have
to work on their designs. Prior to modelling the rock reinforcement structures, the exca-
vation surface model must be created which is often founded on the initial information
from other designers. The created excavation surface model represents the boundary of
space geometry that is accompanied by the space reservation for the rock reinforcement
structure which is often presented in the excavation model. After the rock engineer deliv-
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ers the excavation model, there are commonly some changes to the remaining space ge-
ometry. DesiΙΠ�ςΓΧΟ∝Υ�ΚΦΓΧΥ� the client∝Υ or the contractors∝�ΨΚΥϑΓΥ throughout the project
may have an effect on the excavation model∝Υ�ΦΓΞΓΝΘΡΟΓΠς.

Designers draw their own designs following design principals, design software, and
model plans of their own discipline by using the needed tools to make and modify the
model. Designers also control the combined model and follow their quality assurance
tasks.

Excavation model can be considered as the initial information for constructing (and de-
signing) the insides of a future underground space. However it does not tell much from
the outside of the rock surface. By supplying the reinforcement model, additional data
can be offered from outside of the future space that may help future design propositions.
This data mostly comprehends rockbolts that extrude their lengthwise outside of the un-
derground space. According to Saarikivi especially when excavating near existing under-
ground spaces, it is extremely beneficial to know surrounding rock reinforcement struc-
tures avoid damaging the existing structures (Saarikivi, 2018).

Rock engineers

In order for the rock engineers to achieve efficient and seamless cooperation and work-
flow with other design branches, the BIM environment is a must. Utilizing BIM is not
working if one of the actors is not participating. Other fields of engineering might have
more experience in utilizing BIM due to software development and data exchange formats
ςϑΧς�ΓΞΘΝΞΓΦ�ΗΤΘΟ�∆ΩΚΝΦΚΠΙ∝Υ�ΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΧΝ�ΦΓΥΚΙΠ�ΥΓΕςΘΤ��0ΘΨΧΦΧ[Υ�ςϑΓ�∆ΚΙΙΓΥς�ΚΠΗΤΧΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓ�

clients are demanding model based designing which is boosting the rest of the field of
rock engineering to utilize BIM driven design methods.

Besides transferring from conventional two-dimensional design environment to BIM en-
ΞΚΤΘΠΟΓΠς�ςϑΓ� ΤΘΕΜ�ΓΠΙΚΠΓΓΤΥ∝� ςΧΥΜΥ�ΗΤΘΟ�ΦΓΥΚΙΠ�ΡΘΚΠς�ΘΗ�ΞΚΓΨ�ΤΓΟΧΚΠΥ� ςϑΓ�ΥΧΟΓ��6ϑΓ�

following chapter gives an idea or the rock engineers tasks and responsibilities in a rock
construction project.

4ΘΕΜ� ΓΠΙΚΠΓΓΤ∝Υ� ΗΚΤΥς� ΧΠΦ�ΟΘΥς� ΚΟΡΘΤςΧΠς� ΤΓΥΡΘΠΥΚ∆ΚΝΚς[� ΚΥ� ςΘ� ΙΩΧΤΧΠςΓΓ� ςϑΓ� ΦΓΥΚΙΠΓΦ�

ΥΡΧΕΓ∝Υ�ΥΧΗΓς[��ΧΠΦ�ΥςΧ∆ΚΝΚς[���6ϑΚΥ�ΤΓΣΩΚΤΓΥ�ΦΓΥΚΙΠΚΠΙ�ςϑΓ�Τock reinforcement structures
in which modelling this thesis focuses on. Besides the obvious of designing underground
spaces based on the purpose of use, the rock engineer is responsible of designing the space
according to the set requirements that are usually related to fulfilling certain design life
for the constructed structure or preserving surrounding structures.

Rock engineers benefit from the BIM environment by bringing their designs to the model
that acts as an individual information for other parties in the project (contractors and other
design fields). According to Saarikivi rock engineers can benefit and create the following
by building information modelling:
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- receive initial information for their designs,
- define construction zone restrictions,
- design excavation surfaces,
- decide used tolerances,
- create rock reinforcement structures,
- design rock grouting,
- creates initial information for other design fields and contractors,
- contribution to combination models,
- collision inspection, structures positioned in three-dimensional space to examine

their trouble-free execution,
- checking structures under design and -construction (Saarikivi, 2018).

Project manager

Project manager is responsible for modelling management and appointed by the service
provider. Project manager can delegate tasks regarding modelling management to model
coordinator, but can´t delegate responsibilities regarding modelling, like compatibility of
ΦΓΥΚΙΠΥ��ΦΚΥΕΚΡΝΚΠΓ�ΟΘΦΓΝΥ���#Υ�ςϑΓ�ΕΝΚΓΠς∝Υ�ΩΥΓΤ�ΤΘΝΓ��ςϑΓ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕς�ΟΧΠΧΙΓΤ∝Υ�ΤΘΝΓ�ΗΘΤ�ςϑΓ�

model is a viewing user.

Model coordinator

Ensuring that different areas are consistent and compatible is model coordinators task.
Technical designers are responsible of their own modelling discipline and a model coor-
dinator ensures that the combined model is updated according to modelling plan docu-
ment. Model coordinator delegates responsibilities to confirm compatibilities to many
actors, principal designer (road, railway, street) or project manager (who is ultimately
responsible for everything). Model coΘΤΦΚΠΧςΘΤ∝Υ�ΩΥΓΤ�ΤΘΝΓ�ΗΘΤ�ςϑΓ�ΟΘΦΓΝ�ΥϑΘΩΝΦ�ΚΠΞΘΝΞΓ�
tools to consolidate and control models.

BIM coordinator

BIM coordinator is ΤΓΥΡΘΠΥΚ∆ΝΓ�ΗΘΤ�ΕΝΚΓΠς∝Υ�ΣΩΧΝΚς[�ΧΥΥΩΤΧΠΕΓ�ςΧΥΜΥ�ΧΥ client's controller.

Contractors

Even though Building information modelling has been around for some time now, utiliz-
ing building information modelling in the field of rock construction still represents a new
day and age of building for most of the contractors. However, even though the implemen-
tation of BIM has taken a while, there are a lot of profitable functions available for con-
tractors also.

Contractors could benefit from using Building information modelling as a tool for never
ending process of perfecting site management. For example, scheduling workflow based
on precise plans can be taken into next level when visual geometry data accompanied
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with reinforcement elements with data is available. Different work phases can be seen
from the model and the amount of surprises can be cut down because every action can be
simulated before doing it. Effects of actions can be transferred into updated model that
can be used to register certain functions from the site, for example as-built structures.
Such as-built structures could be then inspected via the model and apply for approval
from the supervisor.

Working with engineers and depending on the form of contract, the update process of
plans can be speed up by using BIM based design methods which allows quicker plan
update procedure than conventional design method that means the site can receive up-
dated plans faster and spend less time waiting. Model based designs also minimises the
understandings between site and designers because the model offers a platform for dis-
cussion. Because every party has their own interests, it opens the table for discussion
which should automatically lead to confronting possible problems and working in to-
gether to solve them.

Surrounding community

The visualizing part of BIM can be exploited especially in new projects which are in
inhabitant areas where people are either curious or against the construction site. 3D model
ΕΧΠ�∆Γ�ΩΥΓΦ�ςΘ�ΘΡΓΠ�ςϑΓ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕς∝Υ�ΡΩΤΡΘΥΓ�ΧΠΦ�ΓΖΡΝΧΚΠ�ΕΚςΚ∴ΓΠΥ�ςϑΓ�ΕΘΩΤΥΓ�ΘΗ�ΕΘΠΥςΤΩΕςΚΘΠ�

undergoing their area. Demonstrative presentations organized by the project team can be
held and the model can be used to illustrate the upcoming construction. Good looking
pictures may not be enough to bring full awareness but with a model, preferably a 4D
model, the effects per individual can be explained in the sense of time and execution
manner.

Authorities

Construction supervision is the government body that oversees the construction process
and in the end, grants the permission for the use of the building. All the actions under the
building licence needs to be inspected and these days in rock engineering it should be
BIM based models. The authorities have the ability to check building information models
that are there to save time and resources.

Rescue authorities interested are in achieving an operationally safe structure which in-
spection can be started immediately when a model is available. Possible observations and
comments can be taken into account by co-operating with the rescue authorities in model
based checking events.

Transport agency is a big client in BIM aided design projects in Finland which has lead
ςϑΓΟ�ςΘ�ΕΤΓΧςΓ� ΚΠΥςΤΩΕςΚΘΠΥ�ΧΠΦ� ΤΓΣΩΚΤΓΟΓΠςΥ� ΗΘΤ�ΦΓΥΚΙΠΓΤΥ∝�ΦΚΥΡΘΥΧΝ��(ΚΠΠΚΥϑ� ςΤΧΠΥΡΘΤς�

agency is well up to date in sense of BIM based modelling and the nowadays projects can
∆Γ�ΗΩΝΝ[�ΤΩΠ�ΨΚςϑ�ΚΠ�∃+/�ΓΠΞΚΤΘΠΟΓΠς��1ΠΓ�ΘΗ�ςϑΓ�ςΤΧΠΥΡΘΤς�ΧΙΓΠΕ[∝Υ�ΝΧςΓΥt commissioned
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thesis made by Juha Väisänen (2018) deals with the content and detail requirements of a
model-based road construction plan which gives a good picture on their readiness and
knowledge in BIM aided design methods.

2.5.3 Boosting communication

Most of the things mentioned in the previous chapters are related to one thing: communi-
cation. BIM possesses many superior qualities over conventional design habits where
better communication is one of them (Costin, et al., 2018). BIM offers a transparent and
open work platform that allows project members to participate regardless the software
that they are using, even though C3D is processed in this thesis.

Because of the visualization capabilities provided by the building information model are
second to none, there is no room for misunderstanding. This might be the most important
thing in communication, to bring all parties to the same page so that mutual understanding
prevails among the discussed matter. Discussion will be immediately opened because
everyone touched by the model has their own interest in mind which leads automatically
ΚΠΥΡΓΕςΚΠΙ�ςϑΓ�ΟΘΦΓΝ∝Υ�ΓΗΗΓΕς�ΘΠ�ςϑΓΚΤ�ΥΚςΩΧςΚΘΠ�

2.6 Presenting of reinforcement plans

Traditional way of communicating designs with construction site are papers on site and
.pdf-files via email. Presenting plans in a two-dimensional form may limit the understand-
ing of presented design and can create dispute between designers, contractors, supervisors
and clients. Because representative plans only explain so many details multiple sections
must be created and maintained during construction to fully obtain mutual agreement on
designed content. There will most certainly be paper versions of plans used in construc-
tion sites in the near future, but the new era of digital plans is here to stay.

In addition to conventional paper plans, BIM offers model viewing in 3D which often
gives an extensive description of the presented structures. When data attributes are at-
tached to the modelled elements, it forms a new way of exploring designed structures. It
may take some time between engineers and contractors to be able to fully achieve a seam-
less way of communication via BIM but that is at last the way the construction industry
is heading in the field of rock engineering. As big clients order more and more of their
designing services to be done in BIM environment, it speeds up the transition from con-
ventional design style to BIM based design. Of course, this means that the current way of
presenting designs must be in a sufficient level to achieve the benefits made possible by
BIM but also hopefully this leads to developing new ways of presenting designs and uti-
lizing the technology to enhance communication experience between engineers, contrac-
tors and clients.

It is important to remember that two-dimensional plans are still widely used to today in
the field of rock engineering and there are a lot of people who might be more comfortable
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of using conventional design plans. Perhaps some content rich designs can still be pre-
sented more clearly in some cases for example in �&�ΦΤΧΨΚΠΙ∝Υ�ΡΝΧΠΓ�ΞΚΓΨ. However, it
depends on the user of the plans and thus people with different background should be
noticed.

∃+/∝Υ�ΡΘςΓΠςΚΧΝ is also related to the character of the project and can be divided for ex-
ample into new- and overhauling construction projects. Most of the overhauling projects
can be still done more efficiently by conventional designing methods due to usually lim-
ited amount of data available but for all new construction projects it seems more reason-
able to exploit BIM and all of its benefits.

There are benefits on both ways of presenting plans and the most suitable way should be
based on the project at stake. Probably the best outcome will be reached by incorporating
both ways of presenting plans to satisfy supporters from both groups. However, BIM can
produce two-dimensional plans from three-dimensional plans but it does not work the
other way around.

2.7 Theses that have studied BIM in underground rock construction

7ςΚΝΚ∴ΚΠΙ�∃+/�ΚΠ�ΩΠΦΓΤΙΤΘΩΠΦ�ΕΘΠΥςΤΩΕςΚΘΠ∝Υ�reinforcement design has been touched be-
fore by at least two colleges, both having a bit different approach to the subjects and using
different software than the author in this thesis:

- ,ΩϑΧ�0ΚΥΥΚΠΓΠ∝Υ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ�dealt with building information modelling of geology and
ΤΘΕΜ�ΤΓΚΠΗΘΤΕΓΟΓΠς�ΩΥΚΠΙ�∃ΓΠςΝΓ[∝Υ�/ΚΕΤΘΥςΧςΚΘΠ in 2014 but dealt with modelling
of rock reinforcement structures very briefly as the thesis mainly focused on uti-
lizing BIM in geological structures.

- /ΚΜΧ�4ΘΚΠΚΥςΘ∝Υ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ�dealt with modelling underground building using Autodesk
Revit in 2017 but studied only the modelling of ΥΡΤΧ[ΓΦ�ΕΘΠΕΤΓςΓ∝Υ geometry for
different purposes in the user test rather than attaching information to the struc-
ture.

In addition to these two theses, Frans Horn did a major study on using BIM as a design
tool for rock engineering in 2013 where he compared two engineering software for de-
signing excavation surfaces, the other being the same that is used in this thesis and he
pointed out multiple problems and limitations by the software along with the acquired
success in modelling excavation surfaces. ∗ΘΤΠ∝Υ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ�ϑΧΦ�Χ�ΡΘΥΚςΚΞΓ�ΓΗΗΓΕς�ΘΠ�ςϑΓ�ΗΚΓΝΦ�
of rock engineering by not only providing a comprehensive study on the subject at the
time but encouraging others to also explore the possibilities of BIM.
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3 /ΘΦΓΝΝΚΠΙ�ΘΗ�ΓΖΕΧΞΧςΚΘΠ�ΥΩΤΗΧΕΓΥ

The basic excavation geometry for the underground space must be first created in order
to design and model the rock reinforcement structures. This is essential because without
an existing excavation surface model from the project under design, it makes no sense to
proceed to modelling rock reinforcement structures or any other further specific designing
in that matter.

In the following chapters the creation of building information model for two different
case projects is lightly gone through. These models only include unequipped excavation
surfaces, that are of course individual for every project, and created as TIN-surfaces. A
few foreknown challenges that Frans Horn has studied in ϑΚΥ�∆ΧΕϑΓΝΘΤ∝Υ (2011) and mas-
ςΓΤ∝Υ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ (2013) related to creating TIN-surfaces existed before starting the modelling
process but luckily these challenges were accepted and dealt with during the modelling.

3.1 Theory of creating an excavation model

The engineering software used to create the following case projects was #ΩςΘΦΓΥΜ∝Υ�#Ω�
toCAD Civil 3D, model version 2018. The software is mainly developed for road engi-
neering but it is also found to be capable for rock engineering tasks, at least in some
extent. The software possesses some already known problems, studied by Frans Horn∝Υ�
ΟΧΥςΓΤ∝Υ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ (Horn, 2013), that can be also seen during the modelling process. These
problems are for example related to TIN-surfaces but also other problems that are dis-
cussed on the chapter 3.4. The thesis author had no experience in beforehand on building
an information model so these cases worked as a learning curve and a platform to develop
ΟΩΕϑ�ΠΓΓΦΓΦ�ΥΜΚΝΝΥ�ΚΠ�ςΘΦΧ[∝Υ�engineering environment. The selected cases were chosen
because of their different characters, end usage and spatial design. The modelled cases
were following:

- Case 1, underground rock cavern with two access tunnels, one water curtain tunnel
and a shaft

- Case 2, underground transportation station with total of six access tunnels, two
shafts and extension tunnels in both ends of the station

To create a building information model, the needed data varies a lot depending on the
project and the wanted result. For example, some projects are fully carried out under-
ground starting from an existing tunnel without the need of contacting the earth surface,
and restrictions on land use planning (Case 1 is an example of this). Opposite example is
a project that is also located on the earth surface in a habited area with some supporting
underground spaces (basements, car parks et cetera) which construction phases have a
great effect to its surroundings (Case 2 is an example of this).

Before starting to create a building information model, it is well worth while to check for
a compatible software version (year) that is used in the project. This way unnecessary
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work can be saved to correct the model or in the worst-case scenario, redo the model all
over again to achieve a compatible version.

Depending on a projects life cycle or needs, the model can be created in various phases.
Even though it can be regarded as a truism, it is always crucial to have the latest initial
data available. That way a lot of effort and time can be speared if changes occur, and
usually always something changes, but by having the latest versions of initial data, usually
at least some of the created model can be spared. Chasing initial data is not the right way
to go.

So, when is the right time to build a model? A sweet spot for timing is difficult but not
imΡΘΥΥΚ∆ΝΓ�ςΘ�ΗΚΠΦ��9ϑΓΠ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕς∝Υ�ςΚΟΓςΧ∆ΝΓ�ΚΥ�ςΚΙϑς�Κς�∆ΓΕΘΟΓΥ�ΟΘΤΓ�ΚΟΡΘΤςΧΠς�ςΘ�ΘΡςΚ�

mize the point in time when the model should be built. If the model is built too early, risk
for redoing the model is greater but if the model is put together too close to the deadline
there is a risk for the model not being able to complete in time. In perfect world, the rock
engineer receives its initial information in time, the model is being built without problems
and then the construction starts as planned. This is unfortunately seldom the case
(Saarikivi, 2018). Redoing the model for certain extent is usually inevitable but in most
cases, produces a satisfactory result during the design phase when information from other
design fields (or site) are available and the created model can adapt to the current circum-
stances.

3.1.1 Creating a model in short

Because C3D is a software used for road designing, the process of creating underground
spaces is somewhat similar to road designing. Every project starts with creating an align-
ment and a profile, and then attaching necessary assemblies. Assemblies represent exca-
vation profiles in this case. To create an alignment, the plan view and longitudinal section
of the alignment must be known. Hence BIM is relatively straight forward process to
produce from already built or an underway project because the data already exists.

Assemblies are built by assigning sub-assemblies that represent all the needed parts of a
tunnel excavation profile (at least the ΓΖΕΧΞΧςΚΘΠ�ΡΤΘΗΚΝΓ∝Υ�floor, walls, and roof must be
included). Also, other structures or structural objects such as canals and recesses can be
added into the assembly. This is especially beneficial, if the feature is repeatable along
the alignment. In short, the more complicated profile, the more sub-assemblies are needed
ςΘ�ΕΤΓΧςΓ�ςϑΓ�ΓΖΕΧΞΧςΚΘΠ�ΡΤΘΗΚΝΓ∝Υ�ΥΩΤΗΧΕΓΥ�ςϑΓ�ΤΚΙϑς�ΨΧ[��When using assemblies to create
the excavation geometry, the native surfaces created by the software are TIN-surfaces.
TIN-surface connects points by choosing the shortest route to create triangular network
which commonly leads to adjusting the created TIN-surface to display the surface cor-
rectly (Autodesk, 2018). In most cases, it can be easily done by either adding guidelines
to guide the creation of the TIN-surface or removing lines to remove unwanted for-
mations, but from time to time adding a drawing (construction) line to the surface∝s defi-
nitions is needed. #Υ�(ΤΧΠΥ�∗ΘΤΠ∝Υ�ΟΧΥςΓΤ∝Υ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ�ΧΝΥΘ�ΥςΧςΓΥ��ςϑΓΤΓ�ΧΤΓ�ΥΘΟΓ�ΡΤΘ∆ΝΓΟΥ�
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related to TIN-surfaces. For example, absolute vertical TIN-surfaces are impossible to
generate, because the points used to create TIN-ΥΩΤΗΧΕΓΥ�ΕΧΠ∝ς�be placed in a line on the
same plane. I.e., ΚΠ� ςϑΓ�ΕΘΘΤΦΚΠΧςΓ�ΤΓΗΓΤΓΠΕΓ�Υ[ΥςΓΟ�ΦΓΗΚΠΓΦ�∆[� ςϑΓ�ΥΩΤΗΧΕΓ∝Υ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕςΓΦ�
plane, each xy-coordinate must have an unambiguous z-coordinate (Horn, 2013). This is
especially troublesome when creating building information models of an open pit exca-
vation where is a lot of different excavation levels. In underground spaces this mainly
composes a headache when modelling shaft structures, excavation edge beams, and pits
(for example pump pits). These are to name a few that also occurred during the creation
of the following Case 1 and Case 2.

After the basic excavation geometry is created, the intersections and other crossing points
of the tunnels must be trimmed. The same goes for the shafts that cut into the tunnel and
earth surface. If chamfers are needed at intersections, those should be included into the
excavation profiles used to create the tunnel geometry.

3.1.2 Presentation of excavation and reinforcement tolerances in BIM

Presenting excavation and reinforcement tolerances in the model does not differ from
creating excavation, or in this case, sprayed concrete surfaces. They are both usable tools
for the model to exist in order to execute comparison of completed and theoretical sur-
faces. To utilize the possibilities of these tolerances, mapped data from the site is naturally
needed. It could be said in other words that the meaning of these tolerances is make people
aware of the ongoing situation of the site to offer tools to react for changing situations.

Excavation tolerances help the contractors and engineers to keep on track whether the
excavation is performed to the agreed manner and tolerances. The same goes to reinforce-
ment tolerances that in most cases contain all the needed space requirements for rein-
forcement elements and drainage system. In some fraction zones the reinforcement toler-
ances might exceed the limits which is usually due to engineers ordering additional rein-
forcement elements but then the effect to other structures can be analysed in the model.

3.2 Modelling of Case 1

3.2.1 Case description

The cavern is 200 meters long with one bend in the middle. Roof has a fixed elevation
throughout the whole length while the bottom declines towards the pump pit in the end
of the cavern. The shaft is located directly on top of the pump pit. The access tunnel starts
from an existing tunnel and branches into two access tunnels joining the cavern in differ-
ent elevations and a water curtain tunnel above the cavern.
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Picture 2: Case 1 overview, screen capture from C3D

3.2.2 Creating an excavation model

Case 1 was the simpler one out of these two cases but still offered some challenges. The
challenges were mainly the egg-shaped access tunnel profile (used for the connection to
the existing tunnel) and the pump pit under the shaft due to its somewhat complicated
excavation surfaces. There were also two pressure structures, one in the access tunnel and
one in the shaft, but they did not cause modelling problems by any means. As a side note,
Case 1 was modelled as a part of and during the making of this thesis.

Initial data

During the creation of building information model for Case 1, the initial data was sup-
posed to be final and no changes in sight. Unfortunately the initial information changed
multiple times in the midway stages of creating the model which raised some thoughts on
when the creation of the model is even wise. On the other hand, it is beneficial to have an
updated model to correspond to the existing design situation, especially if the model acts
as a base for continuation designing. If the model is put together for example based on
documents from the pre-study design phase, a lot of work hours can be saved if the initial
data can be guaranteed to be unchangeable, even though this is usually not the case. This
pushes the idea to create the model in the later stages of the project, unless it works as
base for designing when it should be accepted that keeping the model updated requires
labour resources.
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Egg-shaped profile

Creation of curved surfaces (especially for this profile since the walls and roof are fully
curved) with TIN-surfaces turned out to be a problem because TIN-surfaces are unable to
fold on top of themselves. When trying to create these curved surfaces, the software cre-
ates dense straight lines which forms the ″curve≥. The profile has to be made by cutting
ςϑΓ�ΡΤΘΗΚΝΓ∝Υ�ΨΧΝΝΥ�ΗΤΘΟ�ςϑΓ�ΨΚΦΓΥς�ΡΧΤς�ΘΗ�ςϑΓ�ΡΤΘΗΚΝΓ��ςΧΠΙΓΠς�ϑΚΙϑ�ΡΘΚΠς��ΧΠΦ�ΦΚΞΚΦΓ�ςϑΓ�

walls and roof section into lower and upper parts. This way the TIN-surface does not fold
on top of itself and the surfaces can be created to match the original two-dimensional
design.

Picture 3: Egg-shaped excavation profile, solution for creating TIN-surfaces by dividing the ex-
cavation surface into different parts

Pump pit

Pump pit contained vertical walls that is known to be unable to create using TIN-surfaces.
An option would be to use surface-elements due to limitless creation capabilities but they
will not be visible in cross-sections. The solution is to finetune a slight ��♠���ΟΟ� in-
clination to the wall so that the TIN-surface can be created. The same goes to creating
shaft structures. So, uΥΚΠΙ�%�&∝Υ�ΠΧςΚΞΓ��6+0-) surfaces leads to small measurement er-
rors when compiling different structures. TIN-surfaces are not optimal nor originally de-
veloped to be used in modelling rock constructions (where is commonly a lot of vertical
surfaces) and for a lot better for example in modelling road structures. However, these
measurement errors �ΩΥΩΧΝΝ[��♠10 mm) are acceptable in the field of rock engineering
considering that the common excavation tolerances in rock construction projects vary
∆ΓςΨΓΓΠ����♠����ΟΟ.
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So, the walls must be slightly tilted to be able to create TIN-surfaces. IΠ�ςϑΓ�ΥϑΧΗς∝Υ�ΕΧΥΓ�
the walls should be tilted outwards from the top, because usually there is an excavation
beam circling on the top of the shaft. Because the excavation model often works as initial
data for structural engineers, it is better to produce precise dimensional accuracy where
ever it is possible.

3.3 Modelling of Case 2

3.3.1 Case description

The transportation station is 250 meters long with a curve in the end of the station and
multiple different excavation profiles. 5ςΧςΚΘΠ∝Υ�Ηloor has fixed elevation most for most
of the length while the roof is compensating for all the needed equipment for civil use
purpose. 500-meter-long service tunnel descents from the ground surface down to the
station level, where it is connected to the station via six service tunnels. Double extension
tunnels depart from the both ends of the station where shafts are also located.

Picture 4: Case 2 overview, screen capture from C3D

3.3.2 Creating an excavation model

Compared to Case 1, Case 2 is far more complicated from its excavation geometry and
solutions that offered demanding, yet interesting challenges. To create a building infor-
mation model for Case 2, total of ten alignments and 45 assemblies were needed. This is
where parametric designing approach is necessary to keep the work contribution some-
what reasonable. Parametric excavation profiles can be created for example by using Au-
ςΘΦΓΥΜ∝Υ�ΘΨΠ�5Ω∆ΧΥΥΓΟ∆Ν[�%ΘΟΡΘΥΓΤ�ΥΘΗςΨΧΤΓ��Most of the challenges were met during
finetuning the TIN-surfaces. Usage of data shortcuts should be implemented while creat-
ing a model of this scale to avoid slowdowns of the software. This is because the amount
of processed data quickly comes extensive.
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Initial data

Modelling of Case 2 started with familiar topic of mastering the initial data. Needed data
for Case 2 was more reliable than in Case 1, since Case 2 was almost constructed during
the making of this thesis. Because the created model was constructed in three different
stages in real life, gathering and processing the initial data was in a big role before even
starting to create the building information model. First gathering pieces from different
construction stages and then creating unified initial alignments and cross-sections took
more time than creating the actual ΟΘΦΓΝ∝Υ�excavation geometry.

Excavation profile∝Υ�transition zones

Vast number of excavation profiles did not pose a problem when creating the station ge-
ometry ∆Ως�ΡΤΘΞΓΦ�ΕΝΩΟΥ[�ΚΠ�ςϑΓ�ΥΓΤΞΚΕΓ�ςΩΠΠΓΝ∝Υ�ΡΤΘΗΚΝΓ�ΕϑΧΠΙΚΠΙ zones. Specially dif-
ferences in double sized profiles were hindering the creation of uniform TIN-surfaces.
Editing TIN-surfaces attached to long alignments created intermittently unwanted varia-
tions in already edited parts. Also, noted that the more editing to a specific TIN-surface
was made, the more problems occurred. Chamfers were created to the corresponding in-
tersections parts from the drawings as basic elements of rock construction and they did
not pose a problem.

C3D assists in creating intersection areas, but in more complicated situations, one must
overcome the machines capabilities. For example, when creating an intersection to a
curved alignment which exit needs to be straight. Using different profiles and tilting the
structure some degrees from perpendicular exit was extremely laborious. Drawing of the
intersection∝s construction lines needed to be finished by hand (software could figure the
wanted excavation geometry) that naturally took a lot more effort than being supplied by
the software.

%ΧΥΓ��∝Υ�ΧΝΝ�ςunnel floors were declined (cross-sectional and in most longitudinal sections
according to initial geometry information) which caused some headache during the trim-
ming of the surface elements. This mainly happened in the intersection areas, where an-
other tunnel is crossing or joining another tunnel.

Pits and canals

Out of curiosity excavation surfaces of the pits and canals of the station hall were also
modelled. As in Case 1 the vertical TIN-surfaces needed to be tilted throughout the walls.
All the pits and canals were assigned to one surface, that quickens the surface manipula-
tion to one, rather than dozens of surfaces. Modelling pits and canals gives the designer
a tool to better understanding during designing of other modelling phases, such as grout-
ing and phased excavation.
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4 /ΘΦΓΝΝΚΠΙ�ΘΗ�ΤΘΕΜ�ΤΓΚΠΗΘΤΕΓΟΓΠς

Excavation surfaces are essential for modelling rock reinforcement structures which cre-
ation was discussed in the title 3 of this thesis. This title 4 focuses on the goals of this
thesis related to creating rock reinforcement structures.

4.1 General about rock reinforcement

As mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, this work deals with the interpretation of
theoretical modelling of the rock reinforcement elements in building information model
which are systematic rockbolting and sprayed concreting. Generally, as in the Case 1, the
final rockbolts (not pre-bolts) are installed perpendicular towards the excavation surface.
In some cases rockbolts can be installed inclined towards the excavation surface (as in
the Case 2). These rockbolts must be installed within the specifications presented in the
reinforcement profile. There are areas, where pre-bolting (installed before excavation) is
created to satisfy the thesis author∝Υ�ΕΩΤΚΘΥΚς[�ΧΠΦ�ΡΧΤςΝ[�∆ΓΕΧΩΥΓ�ςϑΓ[�ΧΤΓ�Χ�ΡΧΤς�ΘΗ�ςϑΓ�
systematic rock reinforcement structure. However, installed pre-bolting is not covered in
this thesis due to its occasional execution. In the case of sprayed concreting this means a
creation of a generic sprayed concrete layers based on the reinforcement profile.

Extremely important and relevant subject related to this thesis is why we need rock rein-
forcement in the first place, since this thesis focuses on modelling these structures?
Simply put rock reinforcement is used to make the constructed space stable and safe for
its users, to lengthen ςϑΓ�ΥΡΧΕΓ∝Υ�ΝΚΗΓΥΡΧΠ and to protect it from the outside factors (for
example loads from surrounding structures). Spearing et al. complement the previous by
adding the following: ″The support system for underground excavations is vital for the
safe and cost effective operation of mines and other underground installations. Under-
standing the interaction of the installed support with the stressed rock is important to
ensure a safe and cost effective support and excavation design.≥ (Spearing et al., 2017).
A quote from the book Rock Mechanics and Engineering: Volume 4: Excavation, Support
and Monitoring explains the factors about the need for rock reinforcement: ″The need for
underground support is dependent on the stress state around the excavation periphery
(both during excavation and for the subsequent mine life), the excavation method (explo-
sive or non-explosive), the shape and cross-sectional area of the tunnel, the presence of
local and regional geological features and their properties, the presence of ground water
and the in-situ rockmass properties. Furthermore, the excavation shape, size and orienta-
tion of the space are important as well as the number, orientation, frequency, length, and
planarity of joints. The support design of the excavation must also take into account the
″ϑΩΟΧΠ�ΗΧΕςΘΤ≥��(Spearing et al., 2017)

Rock reinforcement is part of the excavation cycle, that consists of all the needed tasks
related to excavating an underground space. Rock reinforcement structures are used to
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ensure the stability and safety of excavated spaces. These spaces can be under- or above-
ground structures, but the same principles apply. The used rock reinforcement elements
are rockbolts and sprayed concrete, hence this thesis studies the modelling of rockbolts
and sprayed concrete in the following chapters.

Because this thesis is made in Finland, the modelled specified rock reinforcement struc-
tures are designed for hard rock environment and is fundamentally different compared to
the reinforcement design for example in southern Europe where rock types are relatively
soft (sedimentary rocks) and contain different soil materials (EDGI, 2018). This means
that when reinforcement structures are modelled in specific country, it might consist from
more than two reinforcement elements discussed in this thesis (rockbolts & sprayed con-
crete). Also, the used excavation profiles, with sharp edges, would be considered impos-
sible in countries that contain soft soils/rock, but are widely used in hard (crystalline) rock
environments ΥΩΕϑ�ΧΥ�(ΚΠΝΧΠΦ∝Υ�∆ΓΦΤΘΕΜ (EDGI, 2018). Finnish bedrock is well suitable
for building different underground spaces, due to its near the surface horizontal stress and
hard rock types. The rock quality varies a lot inside Finland, mainly affected by the frac-
tures and their fills but the ideology of using rockbolts and sprayed concrete for rock
reinforcement still applies. There are a lot of different kind of rockbolt types and multiple
sprayed concrete types to choose from, that are shortly presented in the next chapters.
Reminder, that the descriptions of rockbolts and sprayed concrete in the upcoming chap-
ters are written from Finnish rock ΤΓΚΠΗΘΤΕΓΟΓΠς�ΦΓΥΚΙΠ∝Υ perspective.

Picture 5: Geological map, illustration of different geological conditions across Europe (EDGI,
2018)
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Modelling of rock reinforcement structures can be done in different stages of a project
(project planning, production planning and control, or detailed planning). The user of the
model dictates the accuracy of presented rock reinforcement structures. BIM can be re-
fined for different users in some extent, for example to serve as data gathering hub, live
monitoring of in-situ situation of installed reinforcement elements or as a tool for design-
ers and decision-makers (clients, supervisors, and contractors). Displaying different so-
lutions via BIM, is a powerful way of visioning ideas in an unambiguous way. So, to be
said whether presenting precisely installed or theoretical locations of reinforcements in
BIM, is up to the user of the model. Naturally exceptions exist and in some cases where
the model serves as a base for maintenance, the locations of as-built reinforcement ele-
ments needs to be updated to the model when the construction has ended. This is more
critical in the case of rockbolts, where starting position may change significantly due to
ΤΘΕΜ∝Υ�ΘΞΓΤ∆ΤΓΧΜΚΠΙ��ΨϑΚΕϑ�ΟΧ[�ΧΗΗΓΕς� the space reservations of possible nearby future
underground construction.

As this study focuses exclusively on new building projects, it can also be applied to ren-
ovative construction. If doing so, one must keep in mind that some older cases may pre-
sent challenges in form of getting access to plans which can be nearly impossible to reach.
For example, existing surfaces can be determined into the model by mapping data but old
rock reinforcement structures may not be visible and thus create unawareness of the ex-
isting environment. Also, kick-starting BIM based design for an overhauling project may
take notable effort to create and comprehend existing circumstances, let alone design new
structures. This may lead to eating away the profit from smaller projects and hence not
considered reasonable in some cases. Due to the presented reasons above, in some over-
hauling projects introducing BIM based design may present unnecessary challenges due
to limited amount of data available and accessible, and may be better off with conven-
tional designing methods, but it is always a case-specific decision.

Rockbolts

Rockbolts application is to secure rock blocks surrounding the excavated space from cav-
ing in. In short, rockbolt∝s type, length, diameter, material and corrosion protection de-
pends on the rock quality and condition, the size of the excavated profile in underground
construction or the pit height in aboveground construction, purpose of use, the support
structure∝s requested lifespan, and surrounding groundwater circumstances.

To understand the connection between different rockbolts with their individual properties
and modelling them according to ;+8����∝Υ� ΤΓΣΩΚΤΓΟΓΠςΥ�� ςϑΓ�ΗΘΝΝΘΨΚΠΙ�chapter goes
through the most used rockbolt types. This is done to give an idea of what different rock-
bolts properties should be considered during modelling and adding metadata. Even
though there are a lot of different types of rockbolts, they can be divided into three dif-
ferent main categories: grouted rockbolts, mechanical rockbolts and other rockbolt types
(RIL, 2014). In addition, the all rockbolts can be divided into active- or passive rockbolts.
Active rockbolts are ones that are being loaded once installed into the rock and are load
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bearing immediately after installation. Passive rockbolts on the other hand do not carry
load immediately after installation and do not carry load until there is a change in the
surrounding rock mass.

Grouted rockbolts contain usually a steel bar that is fixed to the hole by cement mortar
(chemical mortars are also available). ∃ΧΤ∝Υ�ΟΧςΓΤΚΧΝ�ΚΥ�ΦΓςΓΤΟΚΠΓΦ�∆[�ςϑΓ�ΨΧΠςΓΦ�behav-
iour and demeanour of the rockbolt. For example, glass fibre and polymers (Komorlu, et
al., 2017) can be used as rockbolt materials. According to Chunlin Li∝Υ�4ΘΕΜ∆ΘΝςΚΠΙ�2ΤΚΠ�
ciples and applications, grouted rockbolts are commonly used because of their inexpen-
siveness compared to mechanical rockbolts, but the time needed for the mortar to harden
is their downside. Commonly used grouted rockbolts are cement grouted rebar rockbolts,
pretensioned resin grouted rockbolts and cement grouted cable rockbolts. Mortar mass is
often cement based but chemical resin may also be used in some applications, mainly
when the mortar∝Υ�ϑΧΤΦΓΠΚΠΙ�ςΚΟΓ�ΠΓΓΦΥ�ςΘ�∆Γ�ΥϑΘΤςΓΠΓΦ� (Chunlin Li, 2017)

Mechanically anchored rockbolts are most often used in areas, where temporary rock
support is needed but after grouting they can be treated as permanent support system.
Their benefit is quick installation, which often enables to continue the excavation cycle
quickly and then come back later to grout them. Their disadvantage is higher price but
that can be sometimes reasoned by quicker work phases. Commonly used mechanical
rockbolts are expansion shell rockbolts and cement grouted wedge type rockbolts.
Swellex bolts can also be considered mechanical rockbolts.

As Swellex rockbolts, friction rockbolts are mainly used in mines as temporary support
due to their quick installation (with high water pressure). Because of their thin wall thick-
ness, they are easily prone to strength loss after corrosion. Their application is based on
quick installation and friction between rock and rockbolt surface. They are commonly
used without grouting. Split set rockbolts and swellex rockbolts are commonly used fric-
tion rockbolts. (Chunlin Li, 2017)

More information from rockbolts can be studied for those who are interested from the
books Rockbolting Principles and applications by Charlie Chunlin Li (2017) and from
4+.∝Υ�4ΘΕΜ∆ΘΝςΚΠΙ�)ΩΚΦΓ��4+.����-2014 (2014).

Besides YIV2015 requirements, further data should be presented about rockbolting. As
from designer∝Υ�ΡΘΚΠς�ΘΗ�ΞΚΓΨ, the spacing or grid-size of rockbolting should be presented
in the model. That itself helps to quickly visualize different type of reinforcement profiles
and is important to enable mass calculations, that is beneficiary for both designers and
contractors. This was considered while compiling this thesis by signing the data to the
reinforcement layers.
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Sprayed concrete

Sprayed concrete has multiple applications as part of the support structure and its perfor-
mance is founded on adhesive bond strength between the sprayed concrete and rock sur-
face. It secures smaller rock blocks in place that may occur between installed rockbolts,
adds a reinforcing layer to the support structure, prevents poor rock quality from bulking
and uniforms the rock surface by combining rocks together, assists in drainage and offers
a protective layer against hazardous factors, whether it is chemical or physical wearing,
that might otherwise affect rock surface or rockbolts. As in rockbolts, sprayed concrete∝Υ�
thickness, used additives and usage of fibres depends on the rock quality and condition,
the size of the excavated profile in underground construction or the pit height in above-
ground construction, purpose of use and the support structures requested lifespan, sur-
rounding circumstances and the groundwater level. More on sprayed concrete∝Υ�behav-
iour can be studied from ςϑΓΥΚΥ�ΧΩςϑΘΤ∝Υ�bachelor thesis (Pihlström, 2015) and from Olli
5ΧΝΘ∝Υ�ΟΧΥςΓΤ∝Υ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ�ΧΥ�ΓΞΓΠ�more comprehensive study (Salo, 2010).

Because YIV2015 obligates to define the spraying method of sprayed concrete, this chap-
ter explains the differences between these two options. Sprayed concreting is made either
by wet or dry method. In dry method, all the needed ingredients are mixed in the spraying
nozzle (water, cement, rock aggregates, additives and fibres). Dry method is favoured in
ςΚΙϑς�ΥΡΧΕΓΥ�ΧΠΦ�ΨϑΓΠ�ΨΓς�ΟΓςϑΘΦ�Υ[ΥςΓΟ∝Υ�piping (due to its length) is unable to deliver
the sprayed concrete mass on target. Wet sprayed concreting method on the other hand
uses commonly a ready-made concrete mass directly from the factory, that contains all
the needed ingredients, except some additives that are added to the mix in the target for
individual purposes. /ΘΥς�ΘΗ�ςΘΦΧ[∝Υ�sprayed concreting is made with wet method due to
its effectiveness and homogeneous concrete mass, even though dry method is still popular
in many repair projects with tight space requirements. The chosen method also affects to
the modelled structure layers due to the used reinforcement options for the sprayed con-
crete (for example modelling wire mesh or signing metadata for fibres.) and individual
layer thicknesses.

4.2 Theory of modelling rock reinforcement

To create rock reinforcement structures in BIM, the design must first exist. The used and
modelled reinforcement plans presented in this thesis are from real cases, hence the ac-
curacy of carried out modelling can be considered relevant and as precise as in any project
to come.

Modelling reinforcement elements can be made by utilizing the existing tunnel align-
ments made for the excavation surface model, described in the previous chapter 3. Some
additional alignments may need to be created to cope with more challenging geometry.
Idea, similar to creating excavation profiles was used to create reinforcement corridors
that contain the needed reinforcement elements. Utilizing these alignments proved to be
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an efficient way of creating the bulk of reinforcement elements. As mentioned in the in-
troduction of this thesis, both reinforcement elements are modelled to theoretical specifi-
cations due to the users of these cases.

Picture 6: Flowchart of creating structures (corridors) in C3D

4.2.1 Rockbolting

Rockbolts are modelled based on various reinforcement profiles and their content varies
within the project. Requirements presented in the YIV2015 are important to gather from
these profiles to enable a modelling outcome that answers to these requirements. In addi-
tion, the rockbolt spacing and/or grid-size is needed to position the rockbolts on their right
locations. If .dwg-files from the reinforcement profiles are available, they can be utilized
in C3D (sub-assembly reinforcement in picture 6) to speed up the modelling process be-
cause they can be used as references to guide modelling.
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Picture 7: Example of Case 1∝Υ reinforcement profile, abbreviations in the picture: JAP = me-
chanically anchored rockbolt which will be grouted later, JP T25 = grouted rebar rockbolt with
25 mm diameter, .� �ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝς∝Υ�ΝΓΠΙςϑ���� �ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝς∝Υ�ΚΠΥςΧΝΝΧςΚΘΠ grid size, RBM = wet method
sprayed concrete, 30KT+30 = 30 mm thick concrete layer with steel fibres + 30 mm thick con-
crete layer, crosses (X-marks) in the tunnel face represents the rockbolting of the final end walls.

4.2.2 Sprayed concreting

Sprayed concreting differs from rockbolts because the displayed sprayed concrete ele-
ment is modelled as a surface and not as a form of a line. Sprayed concrete ΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓ∝Υ�

creation is like creating excavation surfaces that are described in the chapter 3.1.1. Very
little differences exist, mainly only ones being the different thicknesses in the roof and
walls and because sprayed concreting does not usually cover the whole excavation pro-
file, the reach of surfaces may vary.

As a beforehand recognized challenge is the displaying of the sprayed concrete ΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓ∝Υ�
element∝Υ� ∆ΘΧΤΦΓΤΥ�� +Π�ΟΘΥς�ΕΧΥΓΥ� ςϑΓ� ΤΓΚΠΗΘΤΕΓΟΓΠς� ΡΤΘΗΚΝΓ∝Υ� ΤΘΘΗ� ΡΘΥΥΓΥΥΓΥ�Χ� ςϑΚΕΜΓΤ�
layer of sprayed concrete compared to the walls. Typically, there are few possibilities of
displaying the sprayed concrete structure on the reinforcement profile which can be: a
single line representing the total thickness of rock reinforcement structure∝s space reser-
vation as shown in picture 7 above, showing a smooth transition from thicker roof layer
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to thinner wall layer which represents the actual structure in the site the most accurately,
or theoretically by edging a sharp boarder line in the transition zone. Choosing the best
option from these or creating another one is dictated by the wanted delivery of the repre-
senting structure. Also, it needs to be decided if the model is going to be used by a specific
user. For example, architect would probably be more interested about the free space inside
the excavation profile than the thickness of the sprayed concrete structure in which case
the space reservation line would be the most suitable.

4.3 Creation of rock reinforcement model

In this thesis, the modelling of rockbolting was made only completely to Case 1 and one
of the Case 2∝Υ shaft was studied more carefully by utilizing as-built rockbolting data
from the site. Because the process for creating rockbolting is the same, there was no need
to for duplicating the process for both cases. Dividing was done to get the best from both
cases by seeing through the creation of theoretical reinforcement planning in its full extent
in Case 1 and by utilizing as-built data to specify the model in Case 2.

How accurately should models be created and how much effort should be put into mod-
elling? In principle, models should represent exactly as ΦΓΥΚΙΠΓΤ∝s plans. However, it is
important to remember that the dimensional accuracy carried out in the rock excavation
site is most often nowhere near the designed values. It does not mean that the initial in-
formation should be produced with inaccuracy but in some situations, it is important to
be critical how much effort goes into the modelling.

For example, when creating the pre-∆ΘΝςΚΠΙ�ΘΗ�ΥϑΧΗς∝Υ�∆ΤΓΧΜ�ςϑΤΘΩΙϑ�ΚΠςΘ�ςϑΓ�ΕΧΞΓΤΠ, the
original 2D-drawing would suggest one meter distance from the shaft with one meter
spacing c/c=1000 mm. In 2D-drawing the requirements of rockbolt specifications can be
just announced without necessarily considering the unfit specifications of the installation
target. In this example, the pre-∆ΘΝς∝Υ�outer installation ring∝Υ�ΦΚΧΟΓςΓΤ that circles the
ΥϑΧΗς� ΚΠ� ςϑΓ�ΕΧΞΓΤΠ∝Υ� ΤΘΘΗ� is not round figures which leads to the fact that the original
spacing of c/c=1000 will not be met, for an example see picture 8 below. There will be
some minor adjustments made to the spacing hence the spacing differs some random 100
mm from the intended. In the site this will not be a problem because when the driller sits
in his drill rig seven meters below the cavern roof and looks for a good starting point for
the drill bit, the accuracy will not be in millimetre class��ςϑΘΩΙϑ�Κς�ΥϑΘΩΝΦΠ∝ς need to be,
as long as the accuracy definitions described in the design documents are fulfilled. This
topic can also be viewed differently. When rockbolts are modelled, the responsibility and
thinking process moves from the driller, who earlier interpreted the plans and made some
needed adjustments, to the designer who now positions the rockbolts to their specific lo-
cations. If the drill rig is equipped with suitable software, the driller can now perform the
drilling according to the starting- and ending points of the rockbolts, which are required
in the YIV2015.
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This example is minor design-wise, but when there are a lot of cases like this, it adds up
to the time spent creating the model and some built up frustration, even though the
achieved outcome still does not fully meet the original ideas. The beautiful side of creat-
ing building information models is that it brings designs to life before actually building
them but also shows the dark side of millimetre accuracy based design that proves to be
stiff in some areas. Naturally the good side of this is that the amount of design errors
should be minimized because when the model is being created the flaws can be seen right
away and they can be corrected before sending the plans to the site. It is important to
remember when working with these engineering software that perfection is expected but
necessary is performed. 6ϑΚΥ�ΙΘΓΥ�ςΘ�ΥϑΘΨ�ΦΓΥΚΙΠΚΠΙ�ςϑΓΥΓ�ΟΚΝΝΚΟΓςΤΓΥ∝�ΧΕΕΩΤΧΕ[�ΡΝΧΠΥ�
that will be executed the best way suitable in-situ, that will not usually be within even
centimetre accuracy.

Picture 8: pre-∆ΘΝςΚΠΙ�ΘΗ�ΥϑΧΗς∝Υ�∆ΤΓΧΜ�ςϑΤΘΩΙϑ�ΚΠςΘ�ςϑΓ�ΕΧΞΓΤΠ∝Υ�ΤΘΘΗ in 2D cross-section on the
left vs. modelled rockbolting in 3D model on the right, screen capture from C3D

4.3.1 Rockbolting

Creation of rockbolting starts by assigning new assemblies that are going to be used to
create corridors, assigned specifically to rockbolting. These assemblies should include
all the needed rockbolts divided by types, lengths, diameters et cetera. Once all the needed
assemblies are created, the corridors can be built. To enable adjustments in the created
corridors, assemblies should be divided into parts in those areas so that editing the rock-
bolt pattern made possible.
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Creating multiple rockbolting assemblies is one of the most time consuming tasks in
building information modelling when talking about reinforcement modelling. By first
creating a solid platform to C3D, it becomes more logic to handle data in the creation
process and allows one to utilize design packs and for example self-made coding more
efficiently. Relatively easy and quick way to help the creating process of multiple objects
in C3D is to let the software handle some simple tasks. The user still must be on top of
things and aware of what is happening to achieve a functional and usable result. It is rather
easy to model the rockbolts, even though there would be some minor mistakes in identi-
fying and assigning data to the rockbolts. Trouble can be expected when trying to exploit
the model in future purposes which might be quantity analysis and transferring invalid
data to other parties. During the creation process, it is important to provide the needed
data to fulfil the YIV 2015 requirements. These requirements can be fulfilled by for ex-
ample creating property charts that are then assigned to the created elements.

In Case 1 an additional alignment was needed to accommodate the required rockbolting
of the cavern since the roof of the cavern is on a fixed level while the bottom is slanted.
Because the rockbolts are created by the aid of assemblies, the original alignment would
have been unnecessarily labour-consuming while the situation is feasibly executed by
creating a new alignment exclusively for the reinforcement elements. In principle, it can
be said that the alignment of rock reinforcement must be parallel to the roof of designed
space when it comes to inherent reinforcement planning. Rock reinforcement alignment
which serves as installation guideline for the rockbolts should be parallel to the roof to
enable exact positioning of the theoretical rockbolts, installed according to rock reinforce-
ment profiles, see picture 9 below. If this is not done, the positioning of rockbolts in the
software becomes unnecessary difficult. This is typically due to more advanced shapes in
the roof of the excavated space which is harder and more time consuming to create and
edit when bottom parts of the tunnel usually contain a flat floor and a 90 ΦΓΙΤΓΓΥ∝ corners
to walls.

In the field of rock engineering it is important to have instructions that guide designing
and creating of building information models in a way that is understandable for everyone
who gets their hands on a model. During the creation of rockbolts to satisfy YIV2015
requirements, a question arises concerning the definition of an object in modelling soft-
ware. If an object can be described as any structure created in C3D, it allows multiple
possibilities of editing models structures after creation. Downside to this is that if the
modelling requirements for creation process are not unanimous, there is a risk of creating
structures with different ideologies and the produced model may end up being not unam-
biguous.
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Picture 9: ΕΧΞΓΤΠ∝Υ�ΝΘΠΙΚςΩΦΚΠΧΝ�ΥΓΕςΚΘΠ, difference in excavation (follows the bottom) and rein-
forcement (follows the roof) alignments

4.3.2 Sprayed concrete

The easiest way of creating sprayed concrete structures to building information model is
done by assembling corridors and attaching TIN-surfaces to them, the similar way how
excavation surfaces are created. By using and editing original excavation profiles, the
sprayed concrete elements can be quickly put together keeping in mind the same re-
strictions regarding TIN-surfaces that is experienced in excavation surfaces. This means
that modifying these surfaces (making holes and driving through other sprayed concrete
surfaces) can be labour- and time consuming depending on the amount of special struc-
tures such as shafts and intersections.

As opposite of rockbolting, the sprayed concrete structure does not depend so heavily on
the surrounding geometry. If the space can be modelled as excavation surface, it should
be always possible to model the sprayed concrete surface which in this example is a faster
process, hence there is no need for additional alignment.

Acknowledged fact during modelling was that all surfaces in the model should be first
created and trimmed and/or cut later. Because surfaces are used to trim and/or cut other
surfaces, sprayed concrete surfaces along with other (for example excavation) surfaces
should all be first created and then trimmed and/or cut later. By doing so, it enables pos-
sibilities of choosing different combinations between for example excavation and sprayed
concrete surfaces. If some of the surfaces are first cut and/or trimmed, it creates a lot more
labour to enable cutting and/or trimming surfaces afterwards in the model. For example,
if an intersection is made between two tunnels where the other one has sprayed concrete
lining and the other does not, the reference surfaces needs to be the other tunnel∝Υ�sprayed
concrete surface and the other tunnel∝s excavation surface to correctly model the transi-
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tions between sprayed concrete and excavation surfaces. If the excavation surface is al-
ready trimmed and hid in the model display, there is no reference surface available. This
case happened a few times in this thesis because the excavation surfaces were created and
treated for their final shape before creating sprayed concrete surfaces. Creating all the
needed (excavation- ΧΠΦ� ΤΘΕΜ� ΤΓΚΠΗΘΤΕΓΟΓΠς� ΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓ∝Υ�� ΥΩΤΗΧΕΓΥ� ΚΠ� ςϑΓ�ΟΘΦΓΝ� Χς� first
takes time and managing them takes some patience, but it is worthwhile when starting the
most time consuming task of editing them. To simplify displaying of the surfaces, they
can be quickly turned off and on depending on the needs. If the created model is going to
be uniform, meaning there is sprayed concrete coverage on all the excavation surfaces,
the editing can be performed by one surface at a time. In this case, sprayed concrete sur-
faces are used to cut/edit/hide other sprayed concrete surfaces and likewise in terms of
excavation surfaces.

Picture 10, sprayed concrete structure ΦΓςΧΚΝ�ΗΤΘΟ�ΕΧΞΓΤΠ∝Υ�ΤΘΘΗ�ΨΚςϑ�ΥϑΧΗς∝Υ intersection, mod-
elled transition from roof to wall is visible in the lower part of the sprayed concrete structure,
screen capture from C3D

4.4 Implementation of as-built rock reinforcement structures

Frankly, the implementation of as-built rock reinforcement structures are not part of this
ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝�ΡΤΚΠΕΚΡΝΓ�ΘΗ�ΦΓΟΘΠΥςΤΧςΚΠΙ�ςϑΓ�ΕΤΓΧςΚΘΠ�ΘΗ�ςϑΓΘΤΓςΚΕΧΝ�ΤΘΕΜ�ΤΓΚΠΗΘΤΕΓΟΓΠς�ΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓ�

in BIM environment. These structures are still heavily involved to the implementation of
plans on site and thus consequently can be considered relevant to present in this thesis
within the given subject. Also, in this case it is very interesting to see the execution of
designed structure come to life and see the deviation of the completed plans compared to
the original design. Case 2 had evolved to a certain stage during the making of this thesis
that it offered some data from as-built rock reinforcement elements. Data of rockbolts and
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sprayed concrete sςΤΩΕςΩΤΓΥ�ΨΓΤΓ�ΧΞΧΚΝΧ∆ΝΓ�ΗΤΘΟ�ΘΠΓ�ΘΗ�ςϑΓ�ΥϑΧΗς∝Υ�ΞΓΤςΚΕΧΝ�ΨΧΝΝΥ�ςϑΧς�ΓΠ�
abled the examination and presentation of these structures which are discussed in the
chapters below.

4.4.1 As-built rockbolting data

As-built rockbolts are in most construction projects mapped during the installation pro-
cess that enable the presentation and comparison of as-built rockbolts in C3D. It is an
interesting tool that can be used to examine the accuracy of as-built structure versus de-
signed structure. From using this tool some adjustments can made to react to the situation
on the site to enhance the function of the rock reinforcement structure. For example, if
rockbolts are installed with wrong grid-size or spacing, the additional amount of rockbolts
to fulfil the reinforcement needs can be included to corrective plans to solve a problem.
Or a simple problem of rockbolts colliding due to inaccurate installation locations can be
solved by altering the spacing/grid-ΥΚ∴Γ�ΘΤ�ΥςΧΤςΚΠΙ�ΡΘΚΠς�ΧΠΦ�ΩΡΦΧςΚΠΙ�ςϑΓ�ΥΚςΓ∝Υ�ΡΝΧΠΥ�

One noticeable thing during the modelling of as-built rockbolts was that the initial rock-
bolt data provided by the measuring company was put together by using blocks or a com-
bination of points and polygons that represented rockbolts. The process of building the
model based on this data was unnecessarily laborious hence the used blocks were not
unambiguous on their inserting points when importing rockbolt blocks to the measured
rockbolt pattern. This caused to think better options for implementing as-built structures
to the model. Used location blocks that represent installed rockbolts should be as simple
as possible to avoid misunderstandings and fasten the task of placing rockbolts into the
model. Other option would be to deliver wanted blocks representing the installed rock-
rockbolts to the measuring company who would then insert the blocks straight to the cor-
rect locations. The latter would be the quickest way to implement as-built data to the
model but requires creating unambiguous blocks with clear insertion points.

One of the shafts offered data to present the execution of as-built rockbolting structure.
In these walls the rockbolting structure consists of two different rockbolt types which
were both passive rockbolts with face plates, the other measuring 32 mm in diameter and
eight metres in length and other 63,5 mm in diameter and twelve metres in length. These
rockbolts are presented in the pictures 11, 12 and 13 below.
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Picture 11: as-built 63,5 mm diameter         Picture 12: as-built 32 mm diameter rockbolts
rockbolts modelled, screen capture from C3D      modelled, screen capture from C3D

Picture 13: all as-built rockbolts in the model, screen capture from C3D

The task of transforming the measured rockbolt data into the building information model
was not difficult, it mainly generated some extra work in managing metadata required by
the YIV2015. The measured rockbolts were not categorized in the delivered data file,
which meant studying the paper records for over 800 installed rockbolts that took time.
Due to this, managing metadata by inserting correct metadata for correct rockbolts was
laborious. Luckily there were only two types of the rockbolts in this shaft.

To get more precise information on the installed rockbolts some of the drilled boreholes
for the rockbolts should have been measured to comprehend the inclination of the holes
and thus the effect for the risk of colliding. In the case of using shorter rockbolts, meas-
uring the boreholes can be considered less crucial than in cases with longer rockbolts.
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4.4.2 As-built sprayed concreting data

With the same forewords, as in the previous chapter this chapter goes through the presen-
tation of as-built ΥΡΤΧ[ΓΦ�ΕΘΠΕΤΓςΓ�ΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓ�ΚΠ�ΘΠΓ�ΘΗ�ςϑΓ�%ΧΥΓ��∝Υ�ΥϑΧΗς∝Υ�ΨΧΝΝΥ��6ϑΓΤΓ�ΧΤΓ�
at least two reasons to implement the as-built sprayed concrete structure to the model: as
quality control, and as initial information for the continuation construction phases. Qual-
ity control in the case of sprayed concrete means standardized testing of sprayed concrete
mass and measuring thΓ� ςϑΚΕΜΠΓΥΥ�ΘΗ� ΥΡΤΧ[ΓΦ�ΕΘΠΕΤΓςΓ� ΝΧ[ΓΤΥ��5ΡΤΧ[ΓΦ�ΕΘΠΕΤΓςΓ�ΟΧΥΥ∝�
tests are traditionally done in-situ as are the thickness measurements. The building infor-
mation model enables thickness measurements of sprayed concrete surface by comparing
the realized excavation surface to the as-built sprayed concrete surface. This is a compre-
hensive way to observe the actual thickness of the sprayed concrete layers, that does not
rely on point measurement system made in-situ presented in the sprayed concrete guide
by 63 (Suomen Betoniyhdistys ry, 2015). Displaying of thickness measurements have
been previously done in section views but now BIM offers a three-dimensional observa-
tion which provides more exact and illustrative picture of the as-built sprayed concrete
structure. The second reason of initial information for continuation construction phases
means that the as-built surface of sprayed concrete can be for example transmitted to
structural designer who can then design their structures to match the sprayed concrete
surface.

Measured sprayed concrete structures are most often delivered in a form of a point cloud
(.rcp-, .rcs-, .las-, .xyz-, or polyface mesh -files), 3D-faces or TIN-surface. To display the
as-built sprayed concrete structures in C3D in a form that does not slow down the soft-
ware too much is TIN-surface. Other formats can also be used in C3D but if required they
must be run through another data processing software (for example Autodesk Recap) to
aid in creating a TIN-surfaces or cropping only the needed area of the initial information.
After importing or creating for example TIN-surfaces to C3D, there are built-in tools to
help interpreting the as-built sprayed concrete thickness. Depending on the project type
and chosen design methods, the measured sprayed concrete structures can be displayed
in C3D in their initial file formats, if the software is able to read them, keeping in mind
that usually dense measurement data slows down the software remarkably. Using data
shortcuts or cropping the original material are handy ways of avoiding the biggest slow-
downs.
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Picture 14: As-built sprayed concrete structure in white and surrounding theoretical excavation
surfaces in orange, screen capture from C3D

Picture 15: Screen capture from Tekla BIMsight software from produced rock reinforcement
building information model (ICF-file) ΘΗ�%ΧΥΓ��∝Υ�ΥϑΧΗς∝Υ�ΧΥ-built rockbolt and sprayed concrete
structures, as-built sprayed concrete structure on red colour, rockbolts on black colour and the
surrounding theoretical excavation surfaces on light grey colour
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5 5ΩΡΡΘΤςΚΠΙ�ΗΓΧςΩΤΓΥ�ΗΘΤ�ΟΘΦΓΝΝΚΠΙ�ΤΘΕΜ�ΤΓΚΠΗΘΤΕΓΟΓΠς

In addition to the creation of reinforcement elements the following subtitles were slightly
opened during the making of this thesis. Because there are lot of different tools and ac-
tions available in C3D, the following titles were considered important and related to the
topic of this thesis.

5.1 Editable and adjustable rock reinforcement structures

The goal of this thesis was to study if rock reinforcement structures can be modelled with
C3D without more specifically defining the way of the creation process. Current way of
creating rock reinforcement structures is editable but to truly achieve an efficiently edita-
ble structure, the parametric modelling together with dynamic capabilities have to be har-
nessed. 6ϑΓ�ΧΠΥΨΓΤ�ςΘ�ςϑΚΥ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝�ΙΘΧΝ�ΚΥ�ΠΘς�ΦΓΡΓΠΦΓΠς�ΘΠ�ΚΗ�ςϑΓ�ΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓΥ�ΧΤΓ�ΕΤΓΧςΓΦ�
utilizing parametric and/or dynamic design approach or not, even though they can be
surely considered valuable tools in building information modelling. Parametric creation
and editing process of dynamic rock reinforcement structures is more so a software spe-
cific goal which is why they were noted but not studied much further in this thesis. How-
ever, because this title is connected to the creation process of rock reinforcement struc-
ςΩΤΓΥ��ςϑΓ�ΥΩ∆ΛΓΕς�ΨΧΥ�∆ΤΚΓΗΝ[�ΥςΩΦΚΓΦ�ΧΠΦ�ΤΓΞΚΓΨΓΦ�ΚΠ�ςϑΓ�ΗΘΝΝΘΨΚΠΙ�ΕϑΧΡςΓΤΥ�ΗΤΘΟ�%�&∝Υ�

point of view.

5.1.1 Parametric design

Parametric design process utilizes design tools for initial information to automatize the
process of creating and editing structures. These design tools mean utilizing (algorithmic
aided) help-files that include coding that enables for example creating of different shapes
by supplying values to a template which can be then used to aid the process of create
structures (corridors). Using parametric design saves a lot of time when duplicating same
functions repeatedly that is often faced when working with C3D. Mainly these repeated
functions in the field of rock engineering are somewhat related to creating assemblies that
ΧΤΓ�ςϑΓΠ�ΩΥΓΦ�ςΘ�ΕΤΓΧςΓ�ΥΩΤΗΧΕΓΥ�ΘΤ�ΚΠ�ςϑΚΥ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝�ΕΧΥΓ��ΘςϑΓΤ�ΤΘΕΜ�ΤΓΚΠΗΘΤΕΓΟΓΠς�ΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓΥ�

Design process should aim for parametric based design habits because it enables quick
creation and flexible editing of the model. This way designers can focus on the actual
reinforcement designing and not modelling. Without parametric design a lot of grass-root
level modelling of rock reinforcement structures are left to the designer which is not an
ideal way of creating content. Time-wise using parametric design is beneficial after the
help file is created. Though one must be aware that it may not suitable for every situation.
For example, compiling a coded help file for one time use only may not be wise, perhaps
only in a situation when one is sure that that sort of file can be used in the future project
but if the task can be handled by creating the structure by more traditional methods, that
might be wise for the time being. The matter can be discussed if it is appropriate or useful
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for a company to develop an archive of parametric design files but in most of the cases it
seems more rational to utilize few key files for parametric design and draw the more case-
specific complicated shapes manually.

Parametric design was utilized in this thesis for compiling excavation assemblies due to
ΧΞΧΚΝΧ∆ΝΓ�ϑΓΝΡ�ΗΚΝΓΥ�ΗΤΘΟ�ΕΘΟΟΚΥΥΚΘΠΚΠΙ�ΕΘΟΡΧΠ[∝Υ�ΦΧςΧ∆ΧΥΓ��#Υ�ΗΧΤ�ΧΥ�ςϑΓ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ�ΧΩςϑΘΤ�

knows from the gathered information during this study of C3D, the software does not
enable parametric rock reinforcement design/creation on its own. The modelling and ed-
iting process can be considered somewhat dynamic but falls short from complete needs
in rock engineering.

The parametric help files can be created by coding with software specific building add-
ons ςϑΧς�ΧΤΓ�ΕΘΟΡΧςΚ∆ΝΓ�ΨΚςϑ�ςϑΓ�ΦΤΚΞΓΠ�ΦΓΥΚΙΠ�ΥΘΗςΨΧΤΓ��+Π�ςϑΚΥ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝�ΕΧΥΓ�ςϑΓ�%�&�#Ω�
ςΘΦΓΥΜ∝Υ�5Ω∆ΧΥΥΓΟ∆Ν[�%ΘΟΡΘΥΓΤ�ΟΧ[�∆Γ�ΩΥΓΦ��9ϑΓΠ�ΕΤΓΧςΚΠΙ�ςϑΓΥΓ�ϑΓΝΡ�ΗΚΝΓΥ�� it is im-
portant to assimilate what dependences are needed to achieve a working combination. For
example, when creating a help file for excavation profiles, the origin of the assembly is
the determining point of contact to the alignment and everything else is built round it. It
needs to be remembered that if TIN-surfaces are involved, the same restrictions apply that
were discovered during the manual creation process.

/ΘΤΓ�ΚΦΓΧΥ�ΗΘΤ�ΕΤΓΧςΚΠΙ�ΡΧΤΧΟΓςΤΚΕ�ΓΖΕΧΞΧςΚΘΠ�ΡΤΘΗΚΝΓΥ�ΕΧΠ�∆Γ�ΗΘΩΠΦ�ΗΤΘΟ�(ΤΧΠΥ�∗ΘΤΠ∝Υ�

�������ΟΧΥςΓΤ∝Υ� ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝� ΕϑΧΡςΓΤ��������2ΧΤΧΟΓςΤΚΕ� ΤΓΚΠΗΘΤΕΓΟΓΠς�ΦΓΥΚΙΠ� ΥϑΘΩΝΦ�ΧΚΟ� ΗΘΤ�

working within the according excavation profiles in a way that the dependences are set to
ΟΧςΕϑ� ςϑΓ� ΓΖΕΧΞΧςΚΘΠ� ΡΤΘΗΚΝΓ∝Υ� ΥϑΧΡΓ� ΧΠΦ� ΩΥΓΤ� ΕΘΩΝΦ� ΧΝςΓΤ� ςϑΓ� ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝςΚΠΙ�ΡΧςςΓΤΠ� ΧΠΦ�

sprayed concrete thickness by imputing values to the template. To manage and edit the
building information model each rockbolt row should be created as individual corridors
that enable turning on and of some certain rockbolts.

Whether to determine if it is beneficial to use a parametric reinforcement design in a
project, two questions can be asked: what is the extent of the project and what is the end
goal of the modelled rock reinforcement structure. A lot has to do with the sheer size of
a project, the bigger the designed structure (number of excavation profiles) the more par-
ametric designing benefits the project in time savings. Whether from some reason the
only meaning of modelling rock reinforcement structure is to represent installed of exist-
ing rockbolts, time shoulΦΠ∝ς�∆Γ�ΨΧΥςΓΦ�ΘΠ�ΡΧΤΧΟΓςΤΚΕ�ΦΓΥΚΙΠ�∆ΓΕΧΩΥΓ� Κς� ΚΥ� ΥΚΟΡΝ[�ΠΘς�
needed. As a run-through, it is always recommended to use parametric designing in a
project if there are applicable parametric assemblies already on hand. If a new project
requires creating new profiles they should be considered case-specifically before coding
them. This decision is related to the efficiency of the coder and if certain profile can be
seen to be used again. For one time use it is probably quicker to model the needed profile
by hand.
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5.1.2 Dynamic structures

For some extent, dynamic modelling works in C3D. %ΘΤΤΚΦΘΤ∝Υ elements connected to
each other work dynamically. For example, when updating the alignment, the elements
attached to the corresponding corridor gets updated as well.  So, it can be said that the
process is dynamic, but only for some extent.

The shortages of dynamic modelling process can be seen for example when editing/relo-
ΕΧςΚΠΙ�ςΩΠΠΓΝΥ∝�ΚΠςΓΤΥΓΕςΚΘΠΥ��(ΘΤ�ΓΖΧΟΡΝΓ��ςϑΓ�ΓΝΓΟΓΠςΥ��ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝςΥ�ΧΠΦ�ΥΡΤΧ[ΓΦ�ΕΘΠΕΤΓςΓ-
and excavation surfaces) attached to the corridor gets updated according the alignment
change but the connection/relevancies in the unchanged other tunnel do not get updated.
This means re-creating the break throughs in excavation- and sprayed concrete surfaces,
and relocating rockbolt placements around the intersection area. Dynamic modelling pro-
ΕΓΥΥ∝� ϑΚΓΤΧΤΕϑ[� ΘΗ� ΤΓΝΓΞΧΠΕΚΓΥ� ΗΘΤ� ΕΤΓΧςΚΠΙ� ΧΠΦ� ΓΦΚςΚΠΙ� ΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓΥ� ΕΧΠ� ∆Γ� ΥΓΓΠ� ΚΠ� ςϑΓ�

flowchart, see picture 6��6ϑΚΥ�ΓΖΧΟΡΝΓ�ΘΗ�ΕΤΓΧςΚΠΙ�ΓΦΚςΚΠΙ�ςΩΠΠΓΝΥ∝�ΚΠςΓΤΥΓΕςΚΘΠΥ�ΚΥ�Χ�ΡΓΤ�
feΕς�ΓΖΧΟΡΝΓ�ΘΗ�ςϑΓ�ΥΘΗςΨΧΤΓ∝Υ�ΝΚΟΚςΧςΚΘΠΥ�ΚΠ�ΤΘΕΜ�ΓΠΙΚΠΓΓΤΚΠΙ�ΦΩΓ�ςΘ�ςϑΓ�ΘΤΚΙΚΠΧΝΚς[�ΘΗ�ΚςΥ�
development in road structure engineering.

5.2 Calculating quantities from building information model

BIM offers a quick and an effective way of calculating quantities from the created model.
Again, depending from the ΩΥΓΤ∝Υ�ΠΓΓΦΥ�ΘΗ�ςϑΓ�ΟΘΦΓΝ, data can be assigned automatically
and manually to the structures that can be then later extracted from the software. During
the making of this thesis the localization of the ΥΘΗςΨΧΤΓ∝Υ�own mass calculation property
was not still finished so other measures were taken to establish the wanted result of quan-
tity calculations.

Rock reinforcement structures should be calculated as follows:

- All rockbolts by the number of units.
- Sprayed concrete structures by theoretical surface areas (m2tr), or by theoretical

volumes (m3rtr), or by real volumes (m3rtd).
(Rakennustieto Oy, 2015)

To achieve precise quantity calculations of rockbolt units some identifying data must be
assigned to the rockbolts. The data must contain at least the rockbolt type, diameter and
length that are the most needed for identifying rockbolts from each other, additional in-
formation that describe the rockbolts properties can and usually is given in a form of
metadata. By using different drawing objects, it depends what sort of identifying method
is used. One of the easiest ways to control rockbolts generally is to assign layer data which
is handy because objects do not usually lose layer information when exploded but more
ΚΟΡΘΤςΧΠςΝ[�ΤΓΙΧΤΦΚΠΙ�ςϑΚΥ�ΕϑΧΡςΓΤ∝Υ�ςΚςΝΓ�ΩΥΚΠΙ�ΝΧ[ΓΤΥ�ΧΝΥΘ�ΓΠΧ∆ΝΓ�ςϑΓ�ΟΧΥΥ�ΕΧΝΕΩΝΧςΚΘΠ�ΘΗ�

rockbolts.
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Sprayed concrete structures are most often calculated by their areas where the type and
thickness of the sprayed concrete layer are the defining factors to identify and separate
different sprayed concrete layers. When calculating theoretical sprayed concrete struc-
tures one must remember not to calculate the modelled sprayed concrete TIN-surfaces
but the original excavation surfaces to an achieve accurate result. This might be tricky if
the intended sprayed concrete structure does not reach all the way down to the excavated
ΥΡΧΕΓ∝Υ�ΗΝΘΘΤ or if the sprayed concrete∝Υ� ΝΘΨΓΤ�ΓΠΦ�ΤΓΧΕϑΓΥ�ΝΘΨΓΤ�ςϑΧΠ�ςϑΓ�ΓΖΕΧΞΧςΚΘΠ�
profile∝s wall element (for example inclined bottom shapes). Depending on the project
and the aimed accuracy, the modelled sprayed concrete surfaces can be used to determine
quickly the rough sprayed concrete surface area. This is because the modelled sprayed
concrete surface does not represent the true area of sprayed excavation surface but gives
an suggestive idea of the to-be sprayed concreted area/volume.

5.3 Data shortcuts and folder structure

The created practise models Case 1 and Case 2 were real design projects that were created
for this thesis and because they started as practice projects, no data shortcuts were used
during the creation process. Admittedly data shortcuts were craved during the end of
modelling process when the file sizes grew to a point where operating the model started
to be awkwardly slow from time to times. Folder structure for the project should be stand-
ardized within the project, preferably within the company. All the needed files should be
identified and sorted to logical folders in a way that everyone jumping into the project
would be able to handle and process data without any confusion.

6ϑΓ�∆ΓΠΓΗΚς�ΘΗ�ΩΥΚΠΙ�ΦΧςΧ�ΥϑΘΤςΕΩςΥ�ΚΥ�ςϑΧς�ςϑΓ�ΟΘΦΓΝ∝Υ�ΗΚΝΓ�ΥΚ∴Γ�does not expand to enor-
mous which makes tooling the model a lot efficient. Data shortcuts also enables to work
on the model at the same time in multiple initial data files. In data shortcuts, the idea is to
create smaller complexes, for example tunnels in their individual files, which are then
linked to the mother file where certain functions are executed.

Why folder structure is important? Well sorted folder structure helps the entire project
with logical data storage and -utilizing. Regarding the modelling process, useful folders
to have under the project tree are initial information, helpfiles, calculations, modelling
and extracted data.

In the case of having multiple sub-projects on one site, there is a possibility in C3D of
dividing the projects to different sites. For examplΓ��ΚΠ�ςϑΚΥ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝�%ΧΥΓ���ςϑΓΤΓ�ΚΥ�ΧΠΘςϑΓΤ�
underground space next to it which can be treated as its own project to enhance clarity
between projects by dividing them into their own sites. This enables having the control
of both sites in the same file while sharing some common alignments et cetera. Another
option is to have the other site linked to another via data shortcuts and vice versa.
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5.4 Uniform construction nomenclature

Uniform construction nomenclature is basically a layering system to identify drawing
objects and gives them their quality requirements. In the case of this thesis these objects
are rockbolts and sprayed concrete structures. In Finland, an organization called Building
Information (Rakennustieto Oy, 2015) has developed a uniform construction nomencla-
ture called InfraRYL that is widely used in the infrastructure construction industry as well
as in the field of rock engineering. Building Information releases updates every now and
then to keep the nomenclature relevant in ςΘΦΧ[∝Υ�ΕΘΠΥςΤΩΕςΚΘΠ�ΨΘΤΝΦ��This nomenclature
is needed to enable the identification of objects and to divide objects into groups. By
doing so, a good method of construction can be secured and it eases the usability of the
model for other parties as well. This benefits the control of the model and speeds up data
management since the model is organized instead of a chaos where every object is at the
same layer. The system is operational if all the parties in the field agree to follow this
nomenclature. buildingSMART has their own nomenclature for infrastructure but it is
∆ΧΥΓΦ�ΘΠ�ςϑΓ�+ΠΗΤΧ4;.∝Υ�ΠΘΟΓΠΕΝΧςΩΤΓ�ΨϑΚΕϑ�ΟΓΧΠΥ�ΩΥΚΠΙ�ςϑΓ�ΥΧΟΓ�ΠΩΟ∆ΓΤΚΠΙ�∆Ως�ΨΚςϑ�

out being as specific in the object definitions (buildingSMART Finland, 2018e).

Every person that is involved in creating or modifying the model should be responsible
for making sure that every object ends up to their corresponding layers when they are
done in the model. To ensure the quality of the model, the model should be inspected
before it leaves the office.

Common rules help everyone who is entitled to be part of the project or in this case, part
of the industry. When an unfamiliar model is received, Κς�ΥϑΘΩΝΦΠ∝ς�ΟΧςςΓΤ�ΨϑΚΕϑ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕς�
is at stake because the mutual operation manners should provide a familiar environment
for working when objects and files are identified according to InfraRYL. The common
rules are possible to be incorporated to the model because building information model is
put together piece by piece which enables to allocate the construction objects to their own
identifying layers.

7ΠΚΗΘΤΟ�ΕΘΠΥςΤΩΕςΚΘΠ�ΠΘΟΓΠΕΝΧςΩΤΓ�ΥϑΘΩΝΦΠ∝ς�only abut to the drawing objects but also
take a stand on how the folder structure around the objects should be presented and man-
aged. This was not so big of a problem before when majority of the drawing was done in
two-dimensional method but nowadays building information modelling contains much
more objects and complexes that is structured by compiling product folders which naming
should be organized. For example, while creating a model that includes multiple under-
ground spaces and rock reinforcement structures, the amount of created alignments, cor-
ridors and surfaces in C3D grows into an extent where managing them becomes anfrac-
tuous, usually even for the one who has created the model. There are two measures that
should be considered to avoid this from happening and keeping the model as easily con-
trollable as possible: invest an effort in naming different functions and objects, and create
sub-folders where they can be organized.
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5.5 BIM aided monitoring of underground spaces

Monitoring of underground spaces means to examine the behaviour and movements of
the rock mass surrounding the excavated space and to inspect performed activities and
quality tests related rock construction in the target project.

At the moment, there are some additional tool packages or add-ons to be used with C3D
but one has not presented itself yet as in form of rock monitoring use. The most efficient,
reliable and useful way of monitoring underground rock structure should be an automa-
tized system. Irrespective of which measuring instruments are used the process should be
ΧΩςΘΟΧςΚ∴ΓΦ�ςΘ�ΧΞΘΚΦ�ϑΩΟΧΠ�ΟΓΧΥΩΤΓΟΓΠς�ΓΤΤΘΤΥ��∋ΖΡΓΤΚΓΠΕΓ�ΗΤΘΟ�ςϑΚΥ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝�%ΧΥΓ��∝Υ�

excavation phase shows that measurement results vary a lot during the undergoing pro-
jects and the most common reasons are related to human errors, although mechanical
errors do exist. These errors are for example lack of consistent set up of the measuring
device, changes in measurement personnel and possible damage to measurement devices
ΕΧΩΥΓΦ�∆[�ςϑΓ�ΥΚςΓ∝Υ�ΕΘΠΥςΤΩΕςΚΘΠ�ΧΕςΚΞΚςΚΓΥ�ΘΤ�ΚΠ�ΥΘΟΓ�ΕΧΥΓΥ�ΝΚΟΚςΓΦ�ΧΕΕΓΥΥ�ςΘ�ςϑΓ�ΥΚςΓ�ςΘ�

even perform the measurement due to a construction phase.

9ϑ[�ςΘ�ΟΓΧΥΩΤΓ�ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝς∝Υ�ΡΓrformance is discussed in the book Rock Mechanics and
∋ΠΙΚΠΓΓΤΚΠΙ�8ΘΝΩΟΓ���ΧΠΦ�Κς�ΕΚςΓΥ��″6ϑΓ�ΠΓΓΦ�ΗΘΤ�ΟΓΧΥΩΤΚΠΙ�ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝς�ΡΓΤΗΘΤΟΧΠΕΓ�ΩΠ�

derground is necessary for various reasons including:

1. Having a fundamental and justifiable support design
2. Installation quality control and support effectiveness testing
3. Product development or optimization
4. 4ΓΥΓΧΤΕϑ�ΧΠΦ�ΟΘΦΓΝΝΚΠΙ≥��5ΡΓΧΤΚΠΙ�Γς�ΧΝ��������

Depending on the used measurement cluster (for example inclinometers, extensometers,
load-measuring rockbolts or optical survey equipment - prisms) there could be one or
multiple tool packages to ease the process of utilizing measurement data. There should
be real time data observation capabilities in the software to monitor the rock structure
movements to keep the designers up-to-ΦΧςΓ�ΘΗ� ςϑΓ�ΥΚςΓ∝Υ� ΥΚςΩΧςΚΘΠ� ΧΠΦ�ΓΠΧ∆ΝΓ�ΓΠΘΩΙϑ�
reaction time to prepare corrective procedures. That is why it is important that the meas-
ured data is consistently measured and delivered.If the initial design information gives a
reason to suspect movements in the rock mass surrounding the excavated space, a rock
mechanical model is created which gives an idea of the possible fluctuation range of the
ΤΘΕΜ�ΟΧΥΥ∝�ΟΘΞΓΟΓΠς�� +Π�ΘΤΦΓΤ� ςΘ�Θ∆ΥΓΤΞΓ� ςϑΓ� ΤΘΕΜ�ΟΧΥΥ∝�ΟΘΞΓΟΓΠςΥ�ΧΠΦ� ςΘ�ΕΘΠΗΚΤΟ�

whether the movements match the predictions made in rock mechanical model, it is im-
portant to have reliable results.

Having the data straight in the model would help the observation of measurement results,
ΤΧςϑΓΤ�ςϑΧΠ�ΕΘΝΝΓΕςΚΠΙ�ςϑΓ�ΦΧςΧ�ςΘ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕς�ΤΓΝΧςΓΦ�ΡΧΤςΚΓΥ∝�ΓΟΧΚΝΥ�ΧΠΦ�ΦΧςΧbanks. In addition
of presenting the measured data in colour labels et cetera. (or in alternative ways for col-
our blind users), it would be beneficial to have time stamps in the measurement data to
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enable linking data to specific excavation phases to help provide answers why certain
movements are happening.

Performed activities related to the rock construction project includes basically every con-
struction task in the site. When monitoring rock structures, the interest focuses on the
quality of performed tasks that are measured with quality control tests. These tests are
used to control the produced quality of the structure so it can be expected to work as it
was designed. To give an example, these tests are made to measure the properties of used
cement based masses that can be sprayed concrete mass, grouting mass, ΘΤ�ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝς∝Υ�
mortar mass. If the results are not satisfactory compared to the guidelines given in the
ΡΤΘΛΓΕς∝Υ�ΤΓΣΩΚΤΓΟΓΠςΥ��ςϑΧς�particular structure will not be accepted as part of the final
structure and is either redone, or removed and remade again to satisfy those requirements.

∋ΖΡΓΤΚΓΠΕΓΥ�ΗΤΘΟ�ςϑΚΥ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝�%ΧΥΓ���ΥϑΘΨΥ�ςϑΧς�ςϑΓΥΓ�ΣΩΧΝΚς[�ςΓΥςΥ�ΧΤΓ�ΩΠΗΘΤςΩΠΧςΓΝ[�ΠΓ�

glected from time to time which may have effects to the performance of the completed
structure. An example for this is using too high water-ΕΓΟΓΠς�ΤΧςΚΘ�ΚΠ�ςϑΓ�ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝςΥ∝�ΟΘΤ�
tar and/or leaving out the rockbolts centralizer (centres the rockbolt in the middle of the
bored hole) which is usually done to ease the installation process. This leads to the fact
that the rockbolt is not being able to perform the way it was designed nor to achieve its
design lifespan. The rockbolt will automatically be more exposed to the corrosion in this
example because of: a] the grouting mortar will crack more easily during movements in
the surrounding rock mass because of insufficient strength (also due to higher shrinkage
damage), and/or b] leaving out the centralizers enables the rockbolt to lay on the bottom
of the bored hole without any protective layer of mortar. In this example, correcting this
situation will cause more work to the site, designers and waste natural resources to redo
the required structure. This is the basic idea why to perform quality control tests to mon-
itor construction tasks. The quality tests and their locations should be attached to the
model which would give the contractor an idea when and where to perform them and to
also serve designers and supervisors in inspecting the results.
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6 4ΓΥΩΝςΥ

This chapter is an overlook based on the method titles three, four and five. The process
of the created model is critiqued and occurred mistakes and challenges are brought for-
ward in this chapter but also success and good things are discussed.

As an outcome, the creation of models for Case 1 and Case 2 presented in title 3 were
successfully completed. The presented cases cover the creation of rock reinforcement
structures for rock construction projects which means that the created structures are com-
piled from two different reinforcing elements: rockbolts and sprayed concrete.

Based on the gained experience of this thesis a suggested approach can be made for eve-
ryone working in the field of rock engineering to pursue the use of BIM environment in
their daily design tasks.

6.1 BIM of excavation surfaces

Modelling of excavation surfaces is a prerequisite to enable the design and modelling of
rock reinforcement structures, which was achieved. The excavation surfaces of Case 1
and Case 2 were successfully modelled according to ςϑΓ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕςΥ∝�original excavation
plans. C3D can be considered as a relatively adequate and quick software for creating
ΥΚΟΡΝΓ�ΙΓΘΟΓςΤ[�ΡΤΘΛΓΕςΥ��ςϑΚΥ�ΨΧΥ�ΟΘΤΓ�ΥΘ�ςϑΓ�ΕΧΥΓ�ΟΘΦΓΝΝΚΠΙ�ςϑΓ�%ΧΥΓ��∝Υ�ΓΖΕΧΞΧςΚΘΠ�

ΥΩΤΗΧΕΓΥ��9ϑΓΠ�ςϑΓ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕς∝Υ�ΙΓΘΟΓςΤ[�ΚΥ�ΟΘΤΓ�Εhallenging as in Case 2, the difficulties
present themselves in form of software limitations. These difficulties are especially ob-
served when creating intersections and using multiple excavation profiles. The scale of
creating building information models is logarithmic, hence until the far end of the project
there is always something small that could be done better or more precisely.

6ϑΓ�ΧΕΕΩΤΧΕ[�ΘΗ�ΟΘΦΓΝΝΚΠΙ�ΓΖΕΧΞΧςΚΘΠ�ΥΩΤΗΧΕΓΥ�ΞΧΤΚΓΦ�∆ΓςΨΓΓΠ��♠���ΟΟ�ΗΘΤ�∆Θςϑ�ΕΧΥΓΥ

presented in this thesis. These values are generally acceptable compared to the common
ΓΖΕΧΞΧςΚΘΠ�ΤΓΣΩΚΤΓΟΓΠςΥ�����♠����ΟΟ��ΚΠ�ΤΘΕΜ�ΕΘΠΥςΤΩΕςΚΘΠ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕςΥ��This inaccuracy
is mainly because of C3D uses TIN-surfaces as native surface type that are not able to
produce totally vertical surfaces. Unfortunately for C3D and TIN-surfaces, there are a lot
of vertical surfaces in rock engineering projects which causes trouble in such projects.

The downside of the process is still the need of 2D information for alignments, profiles
and assemblies as initial information for modelling. As building information model is
generated, other functions are available to designers that would not be possible if the
design process would be done in conventional 2D drawings.
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6.2 BIM of rock reinforcement

Although the set goal of creating rock reinforcement structures in compliance with
YIV2015 was reached, the following descriptions, notes and challenges were listed dur-
ing the process.

ω Rock reinforcement structures were modelled successfully, see pictures
8,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17 and 18.

ω Changes in the surrounding excavation surfaces effects the rock reinforcement
structures.

ω Geometric challenges between excavation- and reinforcement profiles, mainly
differing direction of roofs and floors, see picture 9.

ω Requirements presented in the YIV2015 for rockbolts and sprayed concrete were
successfully fulfilled

ω all the required properties for rock reinforcement structures were set to the
elements using additional metadata charts, see pictures 16 and 17.

ω In addition to YIV2015, some additional data (borehole accuracy, -diameter and
-length and need for a faceplate, ΧΠΦ�ΥΡΤΧ[ΓΦ�ΕΘΠΕΤΓςΓ∝Υ�ΗΚ∆ΤΓ�ΚΠΗΘΤΟΧςΚΘΠ��was
assigned for the reinforcement elements as it was seen helpful for ΥΚςΓ∝Υ�opera-
tional purposes.

ω Some questions occurred towards requirements presented in the YIV2015 con-
cerning rockbolting and sprayed concreting, these were:

ω the ΠΓΕΓΥΥΚς[�ΘΗ�ΝΚΥςΚΠΙ�ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝς∝Υ�∆ΘΤΓϑΘΝΓ∝Υ starting and ending location
(xyz)∆ double workload when creating rockbolting patterns and in prac-
tice it is easy to drill the ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝς∝Υ� ΤΓΣΩΚΤΓΦ�overbore (the requirement
seems unnecessary unless it is used as a base for quality assurance),

ω presentation of rock reinforcement structure in drawings,
ω the need of reports from modelled structures,
ω the file format of data export in the rock construction projects (especially

now when the infrastructure∝Υ� ςΩΠΠΓΝ industry is still developing a data
exchange standard of their own).

6.2.1 Rockbolting

Rockbolting structures are based on the reinforcement profiles that are usually designed
with other design platforms (for example rockblock models, hand- or computer calcula-
tion) before even starting to put together the model. Rockbolting information is extracted
from those premade plans and transferred to the model where reinforcement corridors are
made utilizing reinforcement assemblies. Creating rockbolts in the model should aim for
parametric and dynamic design methods to enable a more efficient design process and
because the rockbolts are linked to the realized excavation surfaces. The following notes
were collected during the process of creating rockbolt structures.
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ω Changing of the initial data during the project leads to heavy and clumsy editing
process of the created rockbolting structure.

ω Rockbolting surrounding the shaft, especially pre-∆ΘΝςΚΠΙ�ΗΤΘΟ�ςϑΓ�ΕΧΞΓΤΠ∝Υ�ΤΘΘΗ�
was very time consuming, perhaps partly related to the asymmetric shape of the
ΕΧΞΓΤΠ∝Υ�ΤΘΘΗ�ΧΠΦ�ΥϑΧΗς∝Υ�ΚΠςΓΤΥΓΕςΚΘΠ, see picture 8. This was mainly due to the
lack of dynamic modelling tools for prescribing target surfaces with capable edit-
ing options.

ω The instructions presented in the YIV2015 to create rockbolts structures should
offer a more specific description of defining what are objects which are assigned
to be used in creating rockbolt structures (in addition of lines).

Adding the as-built ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝςΥ�ςΘ�ςϑΓ�%ΧΥΓ��∝Υ�ΟΘΦΓΝ�was not hard, but time consuming.
The mapped rockbolt data came from the measuring company in .dwg-file format which
contained a rather conventional style of marking as-built rockbolts with multiple different
sized circles and points in the rockbolts insertion point. Inserting correct types and sizes
of rockbolts was hand made in this occasion which is not the right way. Even though this
ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝�%ΧΥΓ��∝Υ�ΓΖΧΟΡΝΓ�ΘΗ one of the shaft structure was not too overly sized structure,
that might be within a reasonable editing time by hand but it is not certainly the answer.
More capable, flexible and time effective way of adding as-built rockbolts should be de-
veloped where the software could read the data straight from the as-built rockbolt data
and handle the insertion process. One could ask a question that how important it is even
to present the as-built rockbolt structures which in some cases might be a relevant ques-
tion. Perhaps a rough line could be drawn between overhauling and new construction
projects to enable some sort of separation. There are at least three reasons on why to
present as-built rockbolting structures:

ω to exploit as-built data in projects where future construction is expected,
ω to provide ΧΝΝ�ςϑΓ�∃+/∝Υ benefits ΗΘΤ�ΦΓΥΚΙΠΓΤ∝Υ�ΦΚΥΡΘΥΧΝ�
ω to utilize exact workflow to enable the models lifespan management in the future.

The question of presenting as-built rockbolt structures may especially rise in the case of
future construction projects where either an existing space is expanded or a connection to
an existing space is created, or construction/excavation work is carried out next to the
existing space. In these cases, the information of as-built rockbolts may help the future
project tremendously and protect the existing structures. For example, worst-case sce-
nario would be ruining ςϑΓ�ΓΖΚΥςΚΠΙ�ΥΡΧΕΓ∝Υ�ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝςΥ and to cause some permanent dam-
age to the structure. +Π�ΧΦΦΚςΚΘΠ�ςϑΓ�ΓΖΚΥςΚΠΙ�ΥΡΧΕΓ∝Υ�ΩΥΧΙΓ�ΨΚll be disturbed, interrupted,
or stopped.

From ΧΩςϑΘΤ∝Υ opinion, all the as-built rockbolts should be added to the model if they
were originally designed utilizing model based design method. It would make no sense
to have the technology on hands but choosing not to use it. Of course, this requires devel-
opment from the software and the users as mentioned above.
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The following picture 16 below ΕΧΡςΩΤΓΥ�ςϑΓ�%�&∝Υ�ΟΘΦΓΝΝΚΠΙ�ΦΚΥΡΝΧ[�ΞΓΤΚΗ[ΚΠΙ�ςϑΓ�ΕΘΟ�

ΡΝΓςΚΘΠ� ΘΗ� ΧΥΥΚΙΠΚΠΙ� ςϑΓ� ΤΘΕΜ� ΤΓΚΠΗΘΤΕΓΟΓΠς� ΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓ∝Υ� ΤΓΣΩΚΤement data according to
YIV2015.

Picture 16: Provided metadata for rockbolt based on the requirements presented in YIV2015: left
top corner - ΟΓςΧΦΧςΧ�ΕϑΧΤς�ΗΤΘΟ�ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝς∝Υ�ΡΤΘΡΓΤςΚΓΥ��ΤΚΙϑς�ςΘΡ�ΕΘΤΠΓΤ�- example rockbolt in the
model, left bottom corner - ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝς∝Υ�ΙΓΘΟΓςΤ[� ΚΠΗΘΤΟΧςΚΘΠ��ΤΚΙϑς�∆ΘςςΘΟ�ΕΘΤΠΓΤ�° ∆ΘΤΓϑΘΝΓ∝Υ�
additional length (end point) (screen captures from C3D)

6.2.2 Sprayed concreting

Parametric and dynamic design methods are a must in the process of creating sprayed
concrete structures. Because in most of the parts creating sprayed concrete structures is
exactly the same process as creating excavation surfaces, it is critical to automatize the
process as much as possible to achieve time effective way of modelling. The following
notes were collected during the process of creating sprayed concrete structures.

ω Challenges in modelling transition zones between sprayed concrete∝Υ wall and
roof elements, question is how to display sprayed concrete structure: theoretical
approach or modelling of actual practice,

ω Would need more specific requirements regarding the transition zones of
sprayed concrete layer∝Υ thicknesses in the YIV2015.
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ω Parametric design of excavation profiles is directly adoptable for designing
sprayed concrete structures.

ω Absence of dynamic design platform makes creating break throughs to other
spaces time-consuming.

Picture 17: Provided metadata for sprayed concrete surface based on the requirements presented
in YIV2015: left - metadata chart from sprayeΦ�ΕΘΠΕΤΓςΓ∝Υ�ΡΤΘΡΓΤςΚΓΥ��ΤΚΙϑς�- example sprayed
concrete surface in the model (screen captures from C3D)

6.3 Supporting features

The supporting features studied during the making of this thesis can be mainly thought as
supplementary tools to enable more functional exploitation of the created building infor-
mation model. All the studied features weΤΓ�ΞΚΓΨΓΦ�ΗΤΘΟ�ςϑΓ�ΤΘΕΜ�ΓΠΙΚΠΓΓΤ∝Υ�ΡΘint of
view to help in other work tasks that are related to an ordinary rock construction project.

The parametric modelling for rock reinforcement structures requires more development
for rockbolting as the sprayed concrete structures can be created with the same principles
as the excavation surfaces. The created rock reinforcement structures are somewhat dy-
ΠΧΟΚΕ�ΧΥ�ςϑΓ�%�&∝Υ�flowchart of creating structures is built in a way that different mod-
elling phases have connection to each other. This means for example that a tunnel∝s loca-
tion can be altered by moving the alignment that updates the changed location information
to elements attached to it. This works in principle for simple tunnel parts but especially
for intersections of two structures the capabilities of dynamic modelling leaves room for
improvement.

Building information modelling enables effective calculating of quantities which can be
extracted straight from the model. Unfortunately during the making of this thesis the lo-
ΕΧΝΚ∴ΧςΚΘΠ�ΘΗ�ςϑΓ�ΥΘΗςΨΧΤΓ∝Υ own mass calculation property was not finished but mass cal-
culation was still made possible within the scope for rock reinforcement structures. Quan-
tities calculations enables for example the study of executed rock construction tasks for
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rock reinforcement structures or simply the completion of excavations. To achieve precise
quantity calculations of rockbolt units some identifying data must be assigned to the rock-
bolts. The data must contain at least the rockbolt type, diameter and length that are the
most needed for identifying rockbolts from each other.

Folder structure for the project should be standardized within the project, preferably
within the company. All the needed files should be identified and sorted to logical folders
in a way that everyone jumping into the project would be able to handle and process data
ΨΚςϑΘΩς�ΧΠ[�ΕΘΠΗΩΥΚΘΠ��6ϑΓ�∆ΓΠΓΗΚς�ΘΗ�ΩΥΚΠΙ�ΦΧςΧ�ΥϑΘΤςΕΩςΥ� ΚΥ�ςϑΧς�ςϑΓ�ΟΘΦΓΝ∝Υ�ΗΚΝΓ�ΥΚ∴Γ�

does not expand to enormous which makes tooling the model a lot less efficient. Data
shortcuts also enables to work on the model at the same time in multiple initial data files.
In data shortcuts, the idea is to create smaller complexes for example tunnels in their
individual files which are then linked to the mother file where certain functions are exe-
cuted.

The uniform nomenclature standardizes the way of creating and working with the build-
ing information models. This is important that different parties and individuals create
unambiguous models and enable others to participate the project with commonly known
platform of operating methods. InfraRYL works as a base for the use of nomenclatures
and it is important that the development of nomenclatures continue as the industry
evolves.

The most efficient, reliable and useful way of monitoring underground rock structure
should be an automatized system. Irrespective of which measuring instruments are used
the process should be automatized to avoid human measurement errors. There should be
real time data observation capabilities in the software to monitor the rock structure move-
ments to keep the designers up-to-ΦΧςΓ�ΘΗ�ςϑΓ�ΥΚςΓ∝Υ�ΥΚςΩΧςΚΘΠ�ΧΠΦ�ΓΠΧ∆ΝΓ�ΓΠΘΩΙϑ�ΤΓΧΕςΚΘΠ�
time to prepare corrective procedures. That is why it is important that the measured data
is consistently measured and delivered.

6.4 Summary

All the rock reinforcement elements were successfully created according to YIV2015 that
proves it to be possible to model designed rock reinforcement structures in C3D. Para-
metric design is a must in bigger projects because of the creation of rock reinforcement
structures is an iterative process where is a lot of repeating phases. Even though the de-
sired extent of rock reinforcement structures of the Case 1 and Case 2 were successfully
created, there is still a lot of opportunities for development in creation- and editing pro-
cesses. Simple shapes and profiles are relatively easy, although time consuming to create.
The more complicated shapes (for example tunnel intersections) and the bigger variances
in excavation- and reinforcement profiles, the harder and more time consuming the mod-
elling of rock reinforcement structures becomes. This is even more so the case with rock-
bolts compared to sprayed concrete structures.
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Case 1 and 2 taught that rockbolt- and sprayed concrete structures should be created as
the last pieces of the puzzle because without dynamic modelling every little change in the
space geometry effects to the rock reinforcement structure by detaching it or protruding
it into the surrounding structure. This does not mean that preliminary measures couldn∝ς�
be done before surrounding the excavation surfaces with rock reinforcement structures
but the excavation surfaces should be as stable and invariable as possible to avoid changes
to rock reinforcement structures which is easier said than done in construction projects.

Based on Case 1 and Case 2, designing of rock reinforcement structures should strive for
exploiting dynamic design platforms that enables straightforward creation and especially
editing. The results presented in this title six enable rock engineers to add their designs to
combination models along with other design fields. This may improve the collaboration
between architects, engineers and contractors in the future rock construction projects.

Picture 18: %ΧΥΓ��∝Υ�ΤΘΕΜ reinforcement structures modelled, screen capture from C3D
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7 &ΚΥΕΩΥΥΚΘΠΥ

7.1 #ΩςϑΘΤ∝Υ thoughts of rock engineering

The future of BIM in the field of rock engineering is looking brighter by the day when
the rest of the engineering offices are transforming their design methods from conven-
tional 2D drawing to BIM aided designing. It will still take some time for all the of main
design offices in Finland to reach certain level of efficiency and skillset to provide all
their design services with BIM but those days are closing in.

This thesis was concentrated towards using C3D for creating building information models
and as noted during the modelling process in this thesis, there are limitations and room
for improvement in this particular software, even though there are a lot of good things
involved as well. The following chapters lists thesis author∝Υ�ςϑΘΩΙϑςΥ�ΧΠΦ�ΚΦΓΧΥ�in some
extent for the ultimate design tool for rock engineers to operate and manage rock con-
struction designs in the BIM environment.

7.1.1 Stumbling with the existing software

Some of the software used for rock engineering BIM tasks these days are based on road
design software which is the first stumbling block, even though the software should be
able to understand alignments due to a common link to road construction. In order to
achieve a functional software for rock engineering purposes, the software should be built
from the ground up on the terms of rock construction and prioritising those needs in the
first place.

Current restrictions ΚΠ�%�&�ΧΤΓ�ςϑΓ�ΝΧΕΜ�ΘΗ�ΥΘΗςΨΧΤΓ∝Υ�ΘΨΠ�ςΘΘΝΥ�ΗΘΤ�ΡΧΤΧΟΓςΤΚΕ�ΧΠΦ�Φ[�
namic design methods that require some sort of coding skills from its users to enable the
use of those abilities. Parametric modelling is a must in continually growing project en-
vironments were multiple different designs are created for different purposes. Parametric
modelling at the moment in C3D is not at sufficient level enough to enable the designer
to concentrate more on the designing rather than fighting with the software. The same
follows with dynamic modelling in C3D where most of the little changes requires a great
amount of attention from the designer to fulfil the attended design.

The restrictions of TIN surfaces and matters related to creating and editing them possesses
an unnecessary challenge. The shortage of not using data shortcuts in this thesis slowed
ΦΘΨΠ�ςϑΓ�ΟΘΦΓΝ�Χ�ΝΘς��6ϑΚΥ�ΕΘΩΝΦ∝ΞΓ�∆ΓΓΠ�ΗΚΖΓΦ�∆[�ΩςΚΝΚ∴ΚΠΙ�ΦΧςΧ�ΥϑΘΤςΕΩςΥ�ΧΠΦ�ΦΚΞΚΦΚΠΙ�

the model to different individual sections. Unfortunately, by the time that the words data
shortcut come to attention during the making of this thesis the models were in so advanced
state that there was no reason to build the models again but the lessons were duly learned.

During the creation of the case models and practicing data transfer between design de-
partments a hiccup was noted between software versions. Usable software version must
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be determined in the beginning of a new project to enable fluent data transfer and editing
regardless of who is editing the model. For example, if the projects building information
model is created or modified with C3D version 2018, some of ςϑΓ�ΟΘΦΓΝ∝Υ properties are
not available or the model does not open correctly in C3D version 2016.

7.1.2 The ultimate tool

It should be safe to say that developing a software specifically ΗΘΤ�ΤΘΕΜ�ΕΘΠΥςΤΩΕςΚΘΠ∝Υ�

needs would be extremely desired amongst rock engineer colleagues, perhaps contractors
too. If this was ever to happen, it should be built with extremely tight cooperation with
designers in order to achieve truly an usable software for the precise needs of rock engi-
neers. That said, the software should be developed to serve AEC industry without forget-
ting clients. Acknowledging all the parties in the AEC industry in the following chapters
would be another thesis subject itself so the focus is guided more towards the side of rock
ΓΠΙΚΠΓΓΤ∝Υ�ΠΓΓΦΥ�ΧΝςϑΘΩΙϑ�ςϑΓ�ΥΩΤΗΧΕΓ�ΚΥ�ΥΕΤΧςΕϑΓΦ�ΤΓΙΧΤΦΚΠΙ�ςϑΓ�ΘςϑΓΤ�ΡΧΤςΚΓΥ as well.

That kind of software should benefit everyone involved working in the field of rock en-
gineering without excluding any of the integration properties of nowadays design soft-
ware. Especially in alliance projects this sort of software would truly serve its purpose
but could also be used in more conventional construction projects. The idea for the soft-
ware would be to serve as a hub and work environment for the AEC industry in rock
construction that enables designing, data collection, site management and site planning,
supervision tasks and a platform for fluent communication. In short, this means involving
and managing everything related to rock construction inside one software. Even though
the software would be the same for everyone, there would be different user interfaces for
different parties to enable as intuitive, easy and straight forward use as possible. Perhaps,
incorporating computational feature such as numerical method to do structural analysis
of the model would not be too far-fetched. To include the upcoming ideas and data in-
volved within the project, the software should have extremely detailed folder structures
and data shortcut features of its own, to enable fluent usage of the model, even though the
model would contain all the possible data that a project has to offer. Following thoughts
are not taking a stand on the technical execution of such software, just purely offers
thoughts regarding making one.

Usually almost without an exception there are other fields of engineering related to rock
engineering which have completely their own individual design needs, these fields of
engineering are also not discussed in this thesis. Other fields of engineering should use a
software that is most suitable for their use. In the end it is important that open data can be
exchanged (currently in form of IFC) and the combination model can be put together to
ΟΓΤΙΓ�ΦΚΗΗΓΤΓΠς�ΓΠΙΚΠΓΓΤ∝Υ�designs. After the engineer (regardless of field) has created a
model, it should be able to be enriched with information from different parties (contractor,
supervisor, maintenance, and client).
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Rock engineering

Rock engineering tasks involve a various set of distinct work assignments which are nar-
rowed down to be more specifically related inςΘ�ςϑΚΥ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝�ΕΘΠςΓΠς�

ω Companies should be able to add and download requirements, instructions, man-
uals, standards and similar manuals to the software based on their needs for the
project, which would lead to cooperation with multiple publishers and service
providers. Once added, new updates would be available through the software. Af-
ter adding these to the software they should be able to be assigned to the drawing
objects that would create links between instructions and objects to make sure they
correspond to the requirements but also to help perform tasks the correct way with
the right standards/instructions on the first time.

ω The extracted files should at least consider standardized file formats of today but
rather see through the development of IFC for tunnel models or other future file
formats and be the trendsetter of file formats in rock construction industry.

ω Creating geometry of under- and aboveground spaces and structures should be
made as easy, editable and straight forward as possible. The way of working with
surfaces should be elevated into new dimensions and really consider developing
other options than TIN surfaces that would enable the creation of vertical surfaces.
The created geometry should be absolutely dynamic to enable quick editing of for
example tunnel intersections and everything attached to the rock surfaces. Exca-
vation modΓΝ� ΥϑΘΩΝΦ�ΕΘΟΡΤΚΥΓ�ΧΝΝ� ςϑΓ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕς∝Υ� ΓΖΕΧΞΧςΚΘΠ�ΥΩΤΗΧΕΓΥ�with all the
needed information attached to it during the creation.

ω Rock reinforcement structure should be made parametric, dynamic and basically
offer limitless editing. The required data of nowadays instructions should be in-
volved to the objects without the need of assigning data manually, this applies to
every chapter here. Because rock reinforcement structure is determined by the
rock quality, it should be linked to the geological information of the model which
would automatically offer a prespecified reinforcement profile for that section of
the tunnel or another space.

ω Reinforcement ° rockbolts. User should be able to create a rockbolt archive that
could accumulate during projects and the presentation of rockbolts should be real
lifelike. Dynamic attachment of rockbolts would adapt during the lifespan of de-
sign and construction phases so that first rockbolts would be attached into the
project∝s theoretical excavation surfaces and later to realized excavation surfaces
∆ΧΥΓΦ�ΘΠ�ςϑΓ�ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝς∝Υ�measured as-built installation location. Also, dynamic ed-
iting of rockbolt patterns is a must which iterates especially in bigger projects. In-
situ tests ΗΘΤ�ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝςΥ∝ mortar would be assigned to the model to let the contractor
and supervisor know when to produce tests, after which the results would be up-
dated to corresponding elements or sectors in the model. This would give more
tools for the rock engineers to react to the results and estimate the total effect to
the rock reinforcement structure.
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ω Reinforcement ° sprayed concrete. As in rockbolts, sprayed concrete type archive
should be created where users could assign dynamic sprayed concrete surfaces
straight on top of the excavation surfaces. Sprayed concrete surfaces being dy-
namic, the intersections of different underground spaces would not pose a prob-
lem. Sprayed concrete∝Υ�ΣΩΧΝΚς[�ςΓΥςΥ�ΧΠΦ�ςΓΥς�ΤΓΥΩΝςΥ�ΗΤΘΟ�ΝΧ∆ΘΤΧtory (for example
SFS-EN 14488-5 standard based Efnarc test for sprayed concrete∝Υ�ΓΠΓΤΙ[�Χ∆ΥΘΤΡ�
tion) should be marked as additional data to the completed structure, so that de-
signers could react to the results and examine all the data in one place, rather than
searching for it in the project bank or other data managing platforms.

ω Grouting design could be done straight in the design software, having all the
needed data there and with the help of visual inspection of created design, the
coverage of surrounding spaces could be ensured. Grouting pressure, mass flow
and consumption could be somewhat predicted based on the geological data (frac-
ture density, hydraulic conductivity, aperture and continuation of fractures, his-
tory of excavation), location of the designed space (vertical relation to ground
water level) and also limitations could be perceived based on the surrounding
building stock. The complete ΦΓΥΚΙΠ�ΨΘΩΝΦ�∆Γ�ΦΚΤΓΕςΝ[�ΚΠ�ςϑΓ�ΕΘΠςΤΧΕςΘΤ∝Υ�ΦΚΥΡΘΥΧΝ�
with already made drilling plans accompanied by instructions and information in
estimated grouting mass consumption. As in rockbolting and sprayed concreting,
the grouting mass∝ test results would be updated to the model for the supervisor∝Υ
and designer∝s inspection.

ω Creation of rock mechanical model with numerical method for example DEM
(Discrete Element Method) or FEM (Finite Element Method) would enable more
specific inspection of the design∝Υ�ΡΓΤΗΘΤΟΧnce under the designed load which
would help to find the problem spots in the design. The computational analysis
should asses and take into consideration the confirmed geological data, used rein-
forcement elements and the space geometry.

Excavation phase is carried out by the contractor and should comprise all the needed ac-
tions to carry out the excavation work. FΤΘΟ�ςϑΓ�ΓΠΙΚΠΓΓΤ∝Υ�∆ΓϑΧΝΗ�ςϑΧς�ΟΓΧΠΥ�ΙΚΞΚΠΙ�out
all the needed instructions to enable fluent excavation phase, these instructions are for
example excavation tolerances, excavation phasing and limitations. Naturally these in-
structions must be included to the model.

Geology

Geologists should be able to input all the rock information data into the model that would
be immediately exploitable by other parties.

ω The rock specification, for example rock quality value and detected fracture
zones, should be in visible form in the model to help other parties to assess the
effect of rock condition to their work (Nikkilä, 2018). For rock engineers this may
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mean updating the excavation-, grouting- and reinforcement design and for con-
tractors preparing the correct amount of materials, time and workforce on the site.
Even better would be that if after the geologist has inputted the realized geological
circumstances to the model, the software had a built-in automatic feature that
would suggest predetermined excavation-, grouting-, and reinforcement designs
for the rock engineer to approve and to then the model would be automatically
updated.

ω Creation of bedrock and ground surface models from measured data should be
made as straight forward as possible with the ability to edit surfaces without dif-
ficulties related to TIN-surfaces and coordinate systems (Nikkilä, 2018).

ω During and after the construction phase of a project the in-situ monitoring system
should be active and automatically updated to the software. This means rather
visually seeing the changes in the monitoring system than inspecting excel sheets
with inadequate data and human made errors. All the measuring systems described
to the project should be automatic to exclude errors in measuring and to provide
the opportunity to follow the structures∝ behaviour years after the construction is
completed.

Contracting

The following list contains benefitting ideas for contractors, mostly consists of site man-
aging tasks related to excavation and other work tasks around it.

ω The excavation model provides space geometry for the contractor that should be
able to exploit it in designing their drilling patterns. The same goes for charging
patterns. Both could be made in the software, or outside it with some drilling com-
ΡΧΠ[∝Υ�ΦΓΥΚgn software, and then be sent in for the inspection of the supervisor
within the software.

ω Contractor could see the different excavation phases of the underground spaces
and design their workflow in the software, where and when to excavate.

ω After blasting, the scaling area could be mapped into the software and provide
initial information for the geologists by integrating photogrammetry for realized
excavation surfaces. After blasting a point cloud file from the excavated surfaces
would be created to enable quality assurance. The point cloud data would be uti-
lized for checking excavation accuracy and to determine the sprayed concrete
layer thicknesses (temporary and final) after realization of the future sprayed con-
crete layers and when point cloud files are available.

ω In underground projects the ventilation system is important to provide proper
working environment for the employees. The ventilation system could be mod-
elled and designed alongside the excavation model. By knowing the available tube
sizes and blowing motors, the ventilation system could be optimized for the site
and possibly provide savings and ideas that would not occur otherwise during the
construction. Related to this would be the supervision of air quality inside the
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tunnel which would be presented in the software in colour diagrams representing
the air quality. Over all, the supervision of the site including monitoring workers
inside the tunnel and other safety functions could be coupled to the software.

ω Surveillance of work tasks could be done in the software that would act as a digital
site journal based on the performed work tasks. It could also be used as a tool to
serve in scheduling work tasks. This would also benefit other parties by providing
transparent actions on the completed tasks on the site. This would benefit the in-
ternal quality control of the site when every action would be registered to the soft-
ware which would then automatically be available for inspection by the supervi-
sor. This system could be applied for individual items defined by units, and struc-
tures and surfaces that are not defined by units but rather by area, volume or com-
plexes et cetera. For example, this way a mechanically anchored rockbolt∝Υ�ΨΘΤΜ�
flow and illustration (exploiting colour coding) in the software could be the fol-
lowing:

ω rockbolt modelled,
ω ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝς�ϑΧΥ�ΓΠςΓΤΓΦ�ςϑΓ�ΥΚςΓ∝Υ�ΥςΘΕΜ�

ω rockbolt assembly completed,
ω hole drilled,
ω rockbolt installed, not grouted,
ω rockbolt installed, grouted.

In the case of rock excavation, the workflow and illustration (exploiting colour
coding) in the software could be the following:

ω underground space modelled,
ω limitations to blasting and extent of a blast field understood,
ω drilling pattern created,
ω blasting pattern created,
ω blasting field drilled,
ω explosives have entered the ΥΚςΓ��ΦΓΡΓΠΦΚΠΙ�ΘΠ�ςϑΓ�ΥΚςΓ∝Υ size and safety

regulations),
ω blasting field loaded,
ω blasting field blasted,
ω ventilation completed,
ω waste rock carried out,
ω scaling completed,
ω profile washed,
ω geological mapping completed,
ω excavated surfaces mapping completed,
ω temporary rock reinforcement structure∝Υ� sprayed concrete lining in-

stalled,
ω temporary rock reinforcement structure∝Υ�ΤΘΕΜ∆ΘΝςΥ�ΚΠΥςΧΝΝΓΦ�
ω temporary rock reinforcement structure mapped,
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ω grouting for next blast fields completed.
These examples are just suggestions but they apply for example to sprayed con-
crete structures, drainage systems, monitoring systems and every item, structure
and surface within the project which workflow can be modelled and described in
the software. This means everything that the model contains should be given their
own distinct definition and workflow to enable the monitoring of those actions.

ω Based on the model, most of the needed materials are well known (where for ex-
ample grouting poses some uncertainty and unexpected rock quality) before start-
ΚΠΙ�ςϑΓ�ΧΕςΩΧΝ�∆ΩΚΝΦΚΠΙ��6ϑΓ�ΥΘΗςΨΧΤΓ∝Υ�ΟΘΦΓΝ�ΕΘΩΝΦ�∆Γ�ΓΖΡΝΘΚςΓΦ�ΚΠ�ςϑΓ�ΧΕΣΩΚΥΚςΚΘΠ�

of materials for the site. By maintaining an updated stock situation of the site, the
software could anticipate the material consumption and notify the user when to
order more materials taking into account warehouse situation and time of delivery.

ω 6ϑΓ�ΟΧΠΧΙΓΟΓΠς�ΘΗ�ΥΚςΓ∝Υ�ΡΓΤΟΚΥΥΚΘΠΥ�ΕΘΠΥΚΦΓΤΚΠΙ�ΨΘΤΜΓΤΥ��ΕΘΟΡΧΠΚΓΥ��ΥΡΓΕΚΧΝ�

permits and inspections. The system would automatically inform the employer if
some permits were to be expired soon.

ω #Υ� ΚΠ� ςϑΓ�ΓΠΙΚΠΓΓΤΥ∝� ΕΧΥΓ�� ςϑΓ�ΕΘΟΡΧΠΚΓΥ� ΥϑΘΩΝΦ�∆Γ�Χ∆ΝΓ� ςΘ�ΧΦΦ� ΧΠΦ�ΦΘΨΠΝΘΧΦ�

requirements, instructions, manuals, standards and similar manuals to the software
based on their needs for the project.

Architecture

ω Architects are usually the first ones to create ideas and drafts from future struc-
tures. Because of the creative process might live a life of its own before handing
the boundary conditions to rock engineers that then designs the underground
structure around the ΧΤΕϑΚςΓΕς∝Υ design, it would be better to start with as un-
changeable design as possible. Preferably architect∝s design would be imported to
ςϑΓ�ΓΠΙΚΠΓΓΤ∝Υ�ΥΘΗςΨΧΤΓ��ΧΥ�ςϑΓ�designs from ΘςϑΓΤ�ΗΚΓΝΦΥ�ΘΗ�ΓΠΙΚΠΓΓΤΚΠΙ∝Υ��ΨϑΓΤΓ�

the rock engineers would then start their work.

Clients

ω Clients could have viewing rights to the software so they could stay up-to-date on
ςϑΓ�ΡΤΘΛΓΕς∝Υ�ΥςΧςΩΥ�ΧΠΦ�ΩΥΓ�ςϑΓ�ΟΘΦΓΝ�ΧΥ�ΥΩΡΡΘΤςΚΠΙ�ςΘΘΝ�ΗΘΤ�ςϑΓΚΤ�ΠΓΙΘςΚΧςΚΘΠΥ�ΨΚςϑ�

authorities.
ω Depending on the project form, performed structures could be discussed in be-

forehand in cooperation with engineers to enable weighing of certain site func-
tions to be done as soon as possible by factoring the price for more and less im-
portant structures or elements. For example, giving a price factor of >1 for in-
stalling measurement instruments and <1 for installing drainage system. This
would boost the completion time of more important construction elements to en-
able their usage already during the construction time. Naturally the model would
contain the prioritizing information in the structures or elements based on this
ideology.
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7.1.3 Summary

It could be said that there are as many opinions as there are respondents to the question
on what would be the dream software for a rock engineer. At the moment, the structure
and functions of such software could be drawn and probably there would be already
knowhow among the software developers but for some reason no such software is devel-
oped yet. Perhaps one reason is that real-estate business runs over rock construction which
means there is more profit available in that sector for software developers. Also, it needs
to be remembered that tunnelling and underground construction is only one small part in
the field of infrastructure building which does not boost the rock construction to be on
top of the priority lists for software developers. Hopefully the rock construction industry
would get a BIM environment of their own one day and would not have to rely on soft-
ware developed for other fields of engineering.

7.2 Suggestions for further research topics

Presentation of excavation cycle and phasing

Interesting research could be made in presenting excavation cycle and phasing in building
information models that is a critical part of site management due to being heavily involved
in time planning. This proposal is linked straight to the 4D and 5D designing where time
and costs are involved as additional dimensions in the model and thus work as advanced
tools for site management. In order to achieve comprehensive results, this line of study
should be made in close cooperation with designers and contractors to fully understand
and showcase the benefits.

Clients∝ property management register

Development and management of clients∝ properties register will become more evident
as more projects are carried out as model based planning. Putting together a register for
clients would help manage and maintain the existing properties and help visualize and
design new projects.

Modelling grouting of underground spaces

)ΤΘΩςΚΠΙ�ΚΥ�ΘΠΓ�ΡΧΤς�ΘΗ�ςϑΓ�ΓΖΕΧΞΧςΚΘΠ�Ε[ΕΝΓ�ΧΠΦ�ΓΖςΤΓΟΓΝ[�ΚΠςΓΤΓΥςΚΠΙ�ΗΤΘΟ�ΓΞΓΤ[�ΡΧΤς[∝Υ�

point of view, due to its possibilities as hydrological sealer and risks related to mass con-
sumption and time planning. Also, presenting grouting plans in the model does help the
designers to visualize the achieved coverage of grout curtain, asses the execution possi-
bilities and help in the decision making in in-situ planning.

BIM of exploitation and dynamic adaptation of geological data in rock reinforce-
ment
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Rock ΡΤΘΛΓΕς∝Υ initial information is often heavily related to geological information con-
struction of the future project area. This starts by first confirming that there is rock in the
area and if so, collecting more specific information about the rock quality (for example
ΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓ��ΥςΤΓΠΙςϑ��ΗΧΩΝςΥ��ΛΘΚΠς∝Υ�ΦΓΠΥΚςΚΓΥ�ΧΠΦ�ΦΚΤΓΕςΚΘΠΥ��ΨΓΧΜΠΓΥΥ�∴ΘΠΓΥ�ΧΠΦ�ΡΘΥΥΚ∆ΝΓ�

joint fillings). Rock reinforcement design is based on the geological information, gathered
before and during the construction of the project. Interesting subject would be to investi-
gate linking geological information to parametric reinforcement design which would
guide the design process after inserting geological data into the model. For example, as-
signing rock quality information to the model would semi-automatically suggest prespec-
ified reinforcement solutions to speed up the design process. In order to pursue this de-
velopment, a cooperation with geologist a must to satisfy mutual interest of exploiting
BIM environment properly.

Creation of parametric rock reinforcement structures

A study strictly focusing on creating parametric rock reinforcement structures would be
a straight follow-up research from this thesis. This would offer a more effective design
process that would be easily customizable and editable during the project. In order to fully
research this topic, multiple underground spaces should be modelled to fully achieve a
working platform that is tested in different underground design environments.

Although this topic is presented concerning strictly rock reinforcement structures, the
general topic of creating parametric structures in the first place would be worthwhile to
study.

Development of a dream software as a tool for rock engineering

Based ΘΠ�ςϑΚΥ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝�ΕϑΧΡςΓΤ���������ςϑΓ�ΕΤΓΧςΚΘΠ�ΘΗ�Χ�ΩΠΚΣΩΓ��ΓΖΕΝΩΥΚΞΓΝ[�ΤΘΕΜ�ΓΠΙΚΠΓΓΤΚΠΙ�
∆ΧΥΓΦ�ΦΓΥΚΙΠ�ΥΘΗςΨΧΤΓ�ΨΘΩΝΦ�∆Γ�ςϑΓ�ΩΝςΚΟΧςΓ�ΘΗ�ςΘΦΧ[∝Υ�ΦΓΥΚΙΠ�ΓΠΞΚΤΘΠΟΓΠς�ςΘ�ΝΓς�ΤΘΕΜ�

engineers work together to bring one software that would fully support their needs and
give them their own platform for BIM.

Usage of other engineering software to enhance design process in C3D

Study of utility software that could be used to enhance design process in BIM would be
Χ�∆ΓΠΓΗΚΕΚΧΝ�ΗΤΘΟ�ΦΓΥΚΙΠΓΤ∝Υ�ΡΘΚΠς�ΘΗ�ΞΚΓΨ��Related to this thesis an analysis of what dif-
ferent BIM software could be used in close cooperation with C3D for rock engineering.
Software-wise it would be interesting to find out #ΩςΘΦΓΥΜ∝Υ�own supply, what kind of
software they have to offer in addition to C3D and what kind of total design package is
available for working in BIM environment, but also what is the situation in other design
software companies regarding the field of rock engineering.
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8 %ΘΠΕΝΩΥΚΘΠΥ

The main goal of this thesis was achieved by successfully creating a building information
model from the needed rock reinforcement structures (rockbolts and sprayed concrete)
that are used in rock construction projects. The modelled rock reinforcement structures
fΘΤ�ςϑΚΥ�ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝�ΡΤΘΛΓΕςΥ�%ΧΥΓ���ΧΠΦ�%ΧΥΓ���ΨΓΤΓ�ΕΘΟΡΚΝΓΦ�∆[�ΩΥΚΠΙ�ςΨΘ�ΤΘΕΜ�ΤΓΚΠΗΘΤΕΓΟΓΠς�
elements: rockbolting and sprayed concrete. The second goal of this thesis was achieved
by fulfilling the presented requirements for rock reinforcement structures. The created
rock reinforcement models were put together by the requirements presented in the com-
mon InfraBIM YIV2015 by buildingSMART. The required information from YIV2015
was assigned to the rock reinforcement elements and some additional information was
alΥΘ�ΙΚΞΓΠ�ΧΥ�Κς�ΨΧΥ�ΥΓΓΠ�ϑΓΝΡΗΩΝ�ΗΘΤ�ΥΚςΓ∝Υ�ΘΡΓΤΧςΚΘΠΧΝ�ΡΩΤΡΘΥΓΥ�

6ϑΓ� ςϑΓΥΚΥ∝� ΧΦΦΚςΚΘΠΧΝ� ΙΘΧΝ� ΘΗ� ΧΕϑΚΓΞΚΠΙ� ΧΠ� ΓΦΚςΧ∆ΝΓ� ΤΘΕΜ� ΤΓΚΠΗΘΤΕΓΟΓΠς� ΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓ�ΨΧΥ�

reached, but does not match to ςϑΓ�ΧΩςϑΘΤ∝Υ�ΞΚΥΚΘΠ�ΘΗ�ΗΝΩΓΠςΝ[�ΓΦΚςΧ∆ΝΓ�ΥςΤΩΕςΩΤΓ� Editable
rock reinforcement structure was achieved by incorporating the creation process to Auto-
ΦΓΥΜ∝Υ�#ΩςΘ%#&�%ΚΞΚΝ��&∝Υ own design process that utilizes the sub-assembly - assembly
- profile - alignment - corridor design path. These created structures are dynamic but not
compatible for more challenging geometries (especially intersections of tunnels). Supple-
mentary add-ons or other design platforms should be studied to enable fully editable and
dynamic structures.

The studied supporting features in this thesis were mainly supplementary tools to enable
more functional exploitation of the created building information model. These features
can be utilized to develop the model to be even more efficient tool for rock engineers
which includes for example quantity calculation (straight connection to 4D and 5D de-
signing) and monitoring of rock behaviour during different excavation and rock reinforce-
ment phases/tasks.

The results enable rock engineers to add their designs to combination models along with
other design fields. This may improve the collaboration between architects, engineers and
contractors in the future rock construction projects. It would be beneficial for one day to
see a specifically tailored design software for rock engineers. That would open a new
efficient platform with transparent collaboration capabilities for designing and construct-
ing projects in the field of rock engineering. Even though C3D has its shortages, it allows
rock engineers to create rock reinforcement building information ΟΘΦΓΝΥ�ΗΘΤ�ςΘΦΧ[∝Υ�ΦΓ�

sign environment while also responding and fulfilling the presented design requirements.
Given some time to the industry and whether companies keep using and developing their
current design software, they are destined to become more efficient and versatile over
time and respond better to the presented challenges.
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